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I once referred to her as a “basket of 
sass.” Even though her attitude was a lit-
tle bit difficult, we really liked her, and she 
quickly became our favorite horse. My hus-
band liked her so much he had a painting 
of her made as a Christmas gift. It’s on our 
living room wall, and sometimes when we 
walk in, we say, “hi, Soul!” 

Our partnership sold her at auction in 
2019, which made us a little bit sad. How-
ever, the very (I mean, very) nice farm in 
Kentucky that owns her father bought her, 
likely hoping to breed her. We knew she’d 
have a good life there. They raced her a 
few more times; she did well in a big race 
at Churchill Downs. My husband and I coin-
cidentally happened to be visiting New Or-
leans in late 2019 one day when she raced 
at Fair Grounds. We were the only ones 
there cheering for her. It was a rainy, windy, 
day, and we stood on the track apron yell-
ing “Go, Soul! Go, Soul!” She didn’t win 
but we were happy to see her.

In 2020 a woman tweeted a pretty pho-
to she took of a random horse, grazing on 
a farm in Kentucky. It took about twenty 
minutes before someone figured out it was 
English Soul.2 It was a gleeful moment in 
an otherwise dreadful year. We had con-
firmation that our favorite horse was liv-
ing the good life, munching on all the grass 
she could handle. In April 2021 we went to 
Kentucky for the Derby, and asked the farm 
if we could visit English Soul while we were 
there. They agreed, and on a gray, windy, 
raining-sideways kind of day, we drove to 
Lexington to visit our friend.

We learned that due to a physiological 

white blaze on her face, and one white 
stocking on her left hind leg. I could look 
at her all day. It was also clear right out of 
the gate that she fit the chestnut filly at-
titude stereotype. Her first trainer let her 
forelock and mane grow long. Sometimes 
she’d give her head a bit of a toss, shaking 
her strawberry-colored forelock and mane 
back. If she was a human she would have 
looked like a glamorous, but unapproach-
able movie star. The ownership partners all 
joked she had the best hair on the track. 
We also joked that she kept all her power 
in her mane, and when she tossed it like 
that all the other horses would be afraid of 
her.

She also has a little bit of red in the sclera 
around her eye, and when she looks side-
ways she looks angry. She probably isn’t, 
but she seems like she’s giving the evil eye. 
The forelock, the hair toss, and the red-
dened side-eye creates an overall impres-
sion of intimidation. 

When she was stabled at Saratoga or 
Belmont my husband and I would go visit 
her at her barn when we would go to the 
races. She would entertain visitors, but be-
ing a chestnut filly, had an attitude about it. 
The partners often joked that if you went to 
see her you’d have to count to make sure 
you had all your fingers when you left, be-
cause chances were good she’d nip at you. 
We didn’t care; we’d go see her anyway. 
She’d let us know when she was ready to 
end the visit. She’s good at boundaries.

I never had to write a “What I Did on 
My Summer Vacation” essay when I was in 
school. Now seems like a great time to give 
it a whirl. 

I had all sorts of plans to write a high-
minded column for this quarter’s journal 
about civility, and how lawyers shouldn’t be 
jerks. But it’s summer, and today is sunny. 
It’s much nicer to enjoy the beauty of the 
Vermont summer before the green leaves 
turn golden, than it is to think about civil-
ity in the legal profession. I was also think-
ing apple pie sounds good, which is a sure 
sign that fall is nearly here, and I ought to 
appreciate summer while I can. Although, 
I really like pie, so I might just be thinking 
about pie. I have even ranked my favorite 
pies.1

Pies aside, I wanted to share my favor-
ite thing that happened in my life this sum-
mer. Actually, I need to back up a little bit. 
It’s a well-known fact about me that in ad-
dition to loving pie, I also love horse rac-
ing. I’m involved in horse ownership with a 
couple different partnerships. In 2017 our 
stable bought a feisty chestnut filly named 
English Soul. 

Chestnut fillies and mares are known 
to have attitudes. Not all of them do, of 
course, but it’s enough of a stereotype that 
people who spend time with horses can ex-
plain the attitude by simply shrugging and 
saying, “chestnut mare.” 

English Soul is beautiful. In the sun she 
shines like a new penny. She’s got a big 

PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
What I Did On My Summer Vacation, or How I Was Unexpectedly

Given A Horse and How She Is a Good Example of Doing a Job You Like

English Soul. Photo by Julie Wright
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thing else. She’s very smart, so we know 
she can learn something new. We’re going 
to help her find the right job to do. We’ve 
got an expert trainer we trust who will help 
both us and Soul figure out her next job. 
Now that she knows she’s going to be do-
ing something different she’s much hap-
pier. The hair toss is still there, but maybe 
now it’s less about attitude and more about 
feeling good. The red side-eye is just how 
she’s constructed, so that isn’t going any-
where. But she doesn’t nip. She doesn’t 
grab. She doesn’t totally understand how 
to do new horse things yet, but she’s learn-
ing and she’s trying hard. The chestnut 
mare stereotype is followed by, “but she’s 
so sweet.”

And sometimes that’s what happens to 
lawyers, too. There are lots of different 
ways to be a lawyer. We all do different 
things. Sometimes, though, we start doing 
one thing, and realize there may be pret-
tier, greener pastures that suit us better for 
where we are in our lives and in our careers. 
And if we make a change that’s fine; no-
body’s required to do the same thing for-
ever. We think Soul, in her own way, told 
her trainer (her boss, if you will), that she 
needed a new career, and he recognized 
that. Lucky for us (and her!) we get to help 
her with that.

I tell this story partly because I’m very 
excited about English Soul unexpectedly 
becoming our horse. I tell it also because 
she’s a good example of working hard, 
but also knowing when to change course 
if that’s needed, because sometimes that’s 
what we need to do to be our best.

____________________
Elizabeth Kruska, Esq. is current Presi-

dent of the Vermont Bar Association. She 
maintains a solo practice in Woodstock, 
concentrating in the areas of criminal de-
fense, family and juvenile law and is an ad-
junct professor at Vermont Law School.
____________________
1 EK’s official pie ranking: 1. Sour Cherry; 2. 
Pumpkin; 3. Apple; 4. Key lime; 5. The Berry Pies 
(blueberry, cranberry, strawberry-rhubarb, grape, 
etc.); 6. The Cream Pies (coconut, banana, lem-
on, chocolate, etc.); 7. Peach; 8. Literally every 
other kind of pie other than nut pies; 9. Getting 
hit by a car; 10. Nut pies. This may be controver-
sial. Make your own pie ranking.
2 For folks who don’t know, horse Twitter is a 
real thing. It is a weird, wonderful slice of society. 
It’s also pretty tightly-knit. The fact it took twenty 
whole minutes to identify the horse is the shock-
ing part of all this.
3 I’ll observe here that I can’t get a pizza deliv-
ered in my part of Vermont, but apparently get-
ting a horse delivered in less than a day all the 
way from Kentucky only takes three texts and a 
couple phone calls.

issue she couldn’t breed so they were go-
ing to see if she could race again. We men-
tioned to her new trainer that we’d love to 
know how things go and where she ends 
up.

On June 27 we went to the orchard. 
My husband sometimes lacks my zeal for 
u-pick orchards, so he checked his phone 
while I picked more cherries than I prob-
ably should have. English Soul’s trainer, 
who we had just met in late April, tracked 
us down via Twitter, and let us know she 
couldn’t race anymore. He wondered if we 
“might be interested” in taking her.

We took a little time to think about it, 
because it never occurred to us that this 
horse – who we watched race, and who we 
cheered for to win – might someday be-
come our horse. A week or so, and a few 
phone calls later, we got word that she 
was on her way from Lexington to Sara-
toga, and that the horse transport com-
pany would even drive her the extra two 
hours to her destination in Vermont. And 
on July 7, our friend, Soul, walked off a van 
in Windsor County, Vermont and officially 
became our horse.3 

We told our former racing partners that 
she’s ours. They were over the moon that 
she’s got a good home with people who 
care about her. They ask us if she’s still got 
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attitude. They ask us if we’re afraid of her. 
They ask us if she’s bitten off our fingers 
yet.

And the answer to all those questions is 
no. She’s none of those things anymore. 
She’s sweet and kind, and a bit of a love. 
She has boundaries and we respect them. 
But she’s happy. She’s going to get a new 
job (I’d like her to be a model or maybe star 
in some commercials so she can help pay 
for some of her training and board, but I’m 
not sure how to become a “horse model 
agent”). We don’t know if we can ride her 
yet, and if we can, it’ll take quite a bit of 
patience and work to get there. She goes 
fast. I’d like to go a lot less fast. But for 
now, she’s happy just being our horse.

Now, what does this have to do with the 
practice of law? Probably more than you’d 
think. 

Now that I know Soul in her post-rac-
ing life, I wonder if she didn’t especially 
like being a race horse, even though she 
was good at it. She’s a model employee. 
She shows up. She listens to instructions. 
She does what’s asked of her to get the 
job done. Her old job included running as 
fast as she could once in a while. Some-
times she won. She won a couple really 
big races, and a couple times she won by 
huge margins. Sometimes she didn’t win. 
Her job wasn’t always the glamour of run-
ning in a race; it also involved a lot of ev-
eryday drudgery, like waking up really early 
to train, and spending most of her day in a 
stall. When she was racing she always tried 
as hard as she could. Sometimes the job 
took a toll on her, and we’ve got the vet 
bills to prove it. All this sounds quite a bit 
like being a lawyer, honestly.

Given her demeanor and all her atti-
tude when she was racing, I get the sense 
she would show up and do the job, but 
that she’d rather have been doing some-

English Soul. Photo by Wesley Lawrence
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JEB: For those of you who read our last 
pursuits of happiness column, you will re-
call a request for nominations of people 
who were occupying themselves during 
the pandemic by honing new skills, per-
haps learning languages, dances or art 
techniques, but alas we received no nomi-
nations!  Perhaps everybody was busy this 
summer finally getting out and pursuing 
their own happiness, however common-
place those pursuits may be.  But whenev-
er we approach a potential interviewee, we 
often hear: “but what I do isn’t really all that 
interesting.” 

Now, Mary Ashcroft has said this many 
times, but Mary Ashcroft does a lot. Varied 
and interesting things. So I am very excit-
ed about today as I have been trying to in-
terview Mary for years. So Mary, I want to 
try to interview you about all the things you 
do outside of the practice of law, including 
some of them that are law related, like serv-
ing on a select board. So maybe we start 
there.

MA: Yes, I’m chair of the Rutland Town 
Select Board.

JEB:  And that alone could keep you 
busy enough on top of a regular practice, 
right?

MA: Why yes, I’ve already done a phone 
call this morning about town business, did 
some stuff over the weekend on it and 
missed my small, Maine vacation last week 
because of town business since we were 
one place in the state that was projected 
to flood after Henri.

JEB: And so you stayed back to make 
sure you had everything in order?

MA: Yes, although I was wondering what 
exactly I could do during an actual flood, 
but still, I helped make sure we were pre-
pared to respond.   

JEB: Of course, there is much to be done 
beyond the physical lifting for sure. A lot of 
lawyers in Vermont do serve on their select 
board or advise local entities, putting their 
legal talents to use.

MA: Certainly. It’s what we encourage 
our incubator lawyers to do, which is to 
get out there and become involved in your 
community. A lot of lawyers are on various 
town boards, select boards,  planning com-
missions, boards of civil authority that hear 
tax appeals, zoning boards of adjustment, 
development review boards, and on and 
on doing so much work in their communi-
ties.

JEB: Haven’t you done a lot of those 
things through the years?  

MA: I grew up on the other side of the 
state in the Town of Rockingham and I was 
a zoning administrator there, working with 
the zoning board and the planning com-
mission.  And I was health officer too.

JEB: Oh, Health Officer. I wasn’t aware—
I’ll just add that to your list! Was this before 
you became a lawyer?

MA: Yes, it was right after college before 
I went to law school.

JEB: So when did you move to Rutland 
Town and the farm?

MA: I went to law school and I came 
home to an open seat in the legislature 
when the town Democrats nominated me. 
So I became a state representative and met 
my future husband in the legislature. I later 
decided that I would move over to his side 
of the state to his farm. He couldn’t move 
the farm to Bellows Falls. So I moved over 
to Rutland.

JEB: Ah yes. It’s easier to move people 
than farms. I was remiss in starting with 
town service -- I didn’t even mention that 

you used to serve in the state legislature as 
well. How many years did you serve?

MA: I was in the legislature for three 
years and then worked on Madeline Kunin’s 
campaign then becoming her first legisla-
tive liaison. 

JEB: Wow. That’s amazing.
MA: I’ve hit all three branches of govern-

ment.

JEB: A true Vermonter. Well now would 
these be called pursuits of happiness out-
side of the practice of law even though so 
much is law-related? They keep you intel-
lectually busy and generally busy, in addi-
tion to your ‘day job’, correct?

MA: I like staying busy, staying active 
and doing different things. So that’s what 
keeps me happy. I’m also in the Rutland 
South Rotary Club, I’m in a church choir…

JEB: I was going to ask you about that 
next! So church choir. How long have you 
been singing in, which church?

MA: The church is in Rutland City. It’s 
the Grace Congregational Church. And 
I’ve been in the choir since about 1983. I’m 
also in Rutland Area Chorus and we sing, 
pandemic excluded, Handel’s Messiah ev-
ery Christmas season…

JEB: Was last Christmas season the first 
one you missed?

MA: Yes, sadly, the first one in something 
like 37 years.

JEB: So I’m guessing you just walked 
around the house singing?

MA: Yes--VPR had a Messiah program, 
so I turned it on and I sang along.

JEB: I have heard you sing of the of-
fice so I think that’s when I first wondered 
where you do sing, like in a band or some-

PURSUITS OF HAPPINESS
Living Like a Charm Quilt: An Interview with Mary Ashcroft
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thing. I can totally picture that.
MA: Nope. The church choir and area 

chorus only. I don’t play the guitar or any-
thing although I have played the tambou-
rine and the washboard. So if anyone’s in-
terested…

JEB: There you go. Tambourine for hire! 
And how often do the choirs practice or at 
least pre-pandemic how often?

MA: Fortunately, we’ve started practic-
ing again. In fact, I sang yesterday morning 
in service and we rehearse every Wednes-
day evening.  And we’ve been rehearsing 
outdoors in nice weather which is lovely al-
though there was one blue jay that was re-
ally annoyed with us. Apparently, we were 
off pitch or something.

JEB: Oh, I think he was joining in, don’t 
you think? So church choir is Wednesdays 
and Sundays and the chorus?

MA: No, that blue jay was not a joiner! 
For the Rutland Area Chorus, we’ll have 
five rehearsals, Sunday afternoons, be-
fore our two performances--, usually on 
the first Sunday in December to rehearse 
for the Messiah. And then we usually do a 
spring concert as well, and that’s like seven 
or eight weeks of rehearsals leading up to 
two performances.

JEB: How many people are in the choir 
and the chorus.

MA: The chorus is somewhere just under 
a hundred.

JEB: That’s huge! Are there tryouts?
MA: Everybody is welcome—no tryouts-

-but there are, you know, kind of holes 
where groups of people who don’t know 
it very well sit together. So we try and put 
someone who knows it better close by to 
kind of sing them back on track.

JEB: That makes sense. And there’s not 
trials for the church choir either? 

MA: No. All are welcome.  We have had 
as many as 40 members. But right now, we 
are down around 15 or 20. I think they’re 
going to start coming back since the pan-
demic is easing. We’re an older congrega-
tion and an older choir, so we’ve all had 
our vaccinations. And we sing behind these 
plexiglass barriers, which we did yesterday 
in church, which was kind of interesting.

JEB: I guess it’s better than nothing. I 
was going to ask if church choir members 
are a dying breed. I mean, are you getting 
any new young people? We worry about 
that as lawyers in Vermont, but also gen-
erally worry about our whole state demo-
graphics. And I’m assuming that the church 
choir population probably suffers that 
greatly. Do you have any new young mem-
bers in your church choir?

MA: We have a couple of younger peo-
ple in choir and I’m more concerned with 
having young people aspire to the leader-
ship positions in the church. But we are get-
ting some new folks in there. The congre-
gational church tradition is that you have 
a church council, like a board of directors, 
with an annual meeting and I’m moderator. 

JEB: Ah, there’s another thing you do. 
I’m sure that’s a lot of extra work when 
sometimes you want to just sing!

MA: For sure, but I want it to be success-
ful. Like with so many different organiza-
tions, whether it’s the bar or whether it’s 
town government, we want more young 
people involved. The average age of our 
select board I think is right around 70.

JEB: Wow. It’s definitely a problem and 
one we discuss often at the VBA board. 
Which reminds me that we haven’t even 
talked about your main occupation-- you’re 
full-time at the bar association as the legal 
access coordinator, which used to be part 
time when you were also full-time in a fam-
ily law practice. Do you still take on some 
cases?

MA: Not really. I just finished up an es-
tate last week, thank goodness. And I also 
volunteer as a guardian ad litem in probate 
court here and there. There’s a real need for 
this service.  Tomorrow, I have a two-hour 
hearing on a minor guardianship and I think 
everybody there with one exception are 
represented by volunteer attorneys. So the 
Rutland county bar has been terrific about 
stepping forward and helping out in cases 
like this. It’s a nice thing to see.

JEB: That’s fantastic. Consider this your 
pitch for more volunteer lawyers and guard-
ians ad litem! So, you’re doing all this vol-
unteer work, selectboards, choir modera-
tor, member, guardian ad litem, singing 
and you’re working at the VBA, but you also 
run a farm?!

MA: Yes, well I’ve inherited my late hus-
band’s dairy farm although we had sold the 
cows quite some time before he died. He 
was a volunteer too, by the way, he was a 
guardian ad litem in a lot of juvenile cas-
es in family court. So he was doing his part 
volunteering at the same time. 

JEB: What an amazingly generous cou-
ple! So you both tended to juveniles out-
side of your home, but you had farm ani-
mals to care for on top of everything, just 
not cows?

MA: Yes. I have a very small goat herd 
and their job is to eat the brush. And that’s 
when they’re not getting into my garden. 
One got out today and we had to put her 
back in. My daughter works with the goats. 
We also have chickens. I don’t do any of 
these really for profit, but I do pay my snow-

plow guy in eggs. 
Much of the land and structures I rent. 

I’ve got a conventional farmer who with his 
son does hay and corn on my absolutely 
wonderful Otter Creek soil, like two and a 
half feet deep. There’s a cell tower on my 
silo that’s going to be undergoing an up-
grade. So I had to kind of stay on top of 
that. I lease some land to a woman who has 
horses and she pastures them here. And 
she also has riding lessons up on the hill. 
And one of my renters who use the land is a 
market gardener. He does hanging baskets, 
vegetable plants and perennials and annu-
als for the farmer’s market. So every once 
in a while, when it gets really busy in the in 
the spring, I go down the greenhouse and 
help out. 

JEB: Well it’s good, then, that most of 
your farming is now landlording since I 
don’t see how you could fit much else in.  
Although I know it keeps you extra busy as 
sometimes you present our incubator law-
yers with some new issues that you have on 
the farm.  I’m sure it’s never a dull moment 
either with live animals or with tenants. 

MA: Right. Always legal issues to go 
over so it’s good that I’m trained.  Never a 
dull moment. I was just chasing a goat this 
morning so the issues run the gamut. 

JEB: Ha! Many areas of expertise. And 
your daughter’s helping? 

MA: Yes, she’s primarily responsible for 
the goats and chickens. 

JEB: And I should note that you were a 
foster mom and now an adoptive parent. 
Are your kids children that came through 
the system under either Harold’s or your 
volunteer work?

MA: Well partially because of Harold’s 
work I think. He spotted a youngster ear-
ly on that he was GAL for and then obvi-
ously withdrew as GAL when our interest 
progressed. And so that was our first foster 
child and, and then we adopted him and 
then there were three others after that, 
each with their own challenges.

JEB: So much hard work but incredibly 
rewarding as well.

MA: For sure. Three of our kids--now 
grown--live on the farm. My daughter and 
one of my sons lives here in the house.  Al-
though I don’t really see my son as he’s up 
early working and gets back late at night. 
My daughter is going to Project Search, 
which assisted her in getting a hospital in-
ternship. And my other son is living with a 
caregiver on one of the other houses here 
on the farm. So we were able to provide 
care and housing long-term for these guys. 
That’s a good thing. 

JEB: Not good, great! That’s amazing. 
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That obviously was another full-time job 
on top of your other-- what are we up to-- 
five full-time jobs now? So, in your “spare” 
time, when you like to relax, I understand 
you also like to quilt.

MA: Oh yeah. I’d forgotten about that. I 
did some this weekend. There’s something 
kind of silly or frivolous about cutting up 
pieces of fabric and sewing them all back 
together again. But it’s also soothing and 
creative. I’m working out a quilt right now 
that is called a charm quilt. There’s abso-
lutely nothing charming about it. Probably 
one or two other people who read this ar-
ticle will know that a charm quilt is where 
every piece is cut from a different fabric. So 
it’s crazy making sure you haven’t used the 
fabric before in one of the pieces

JEB: Like collage work or they are stan-
dard patches?

MA: Well, it’s a four-patch quilt. So you 
make a four patch square at a time, but ev-
ery single piece has to be different.

JEB: That sounds like a ton of work. Do 
you, do you ever sell your quilts? 

MA: No, I usually I do them all by hand 
and after I spend so much time, it’s really 
hard to give them away. I did give one to 
my son and one to my daughter and I’ve 
got a couple more in progress that I’ll give 
to a friend and to my other son.

JEB: Do you ever show them at the fair 
or anywhere?

MA: I haven’t at the fair.  I did at a couple 
of quilt shows in the past, back when we 
were having quilt shows. 

JEB: I bet they are beautiful. So we talk 
a lot in this column about having a passion 
that is artistic or at least creative in some 
way to take focus away from your intel-
lectually challenging work.  While you are 
quilting, do you get fully immersed or are 
you thinking about all your other full-time 
jobs?

MA: I often listened to the radio but yes 
I do think about the other stuff that I’m in-

volved with, but I find that it is pretty relax-
ing.  And I will say that when we were do-
ing conference calls before we zoomed ev-
erything, I was doing a lot of quilting at the 
same time.

JEB: I was going to say that people knit 
or sew during meetings, which is still okay. 
But do you feel like once you’re on zoom, 
you probably can’t. 

MA: Right, I’m sure people would be 
wondering why I’m looking down the 
whole time. Sometimes, with my low band-
width, I just turn off the video anyway and 
then, of course I can quilt....

JEB: I think a lot of people turn off their 
video sometimes. It’s hard to be on all the 
time and so difficult not to either look at 
yourself or be creepily focused on what ev-
erybody else is doing and what their set-
ting is like. Sometimes it is distracting to 
the conversation. So we’re all figuring out 
ways to zoom and be present and do all 
our other things at the same time. 

So we hit legislature, rotary, select board, 
quilting, choir, community work, GAL, fos-
tering, landlording, goats, VBA work-- Am I 
missing anything else?  Do you ever watch 
television or have time for light reading?

MA: I discontinued the cable about five 
and a half years ago. It was just before a 
certain presidential election.  But I’m think-
ing of reconnecting to help with my inter-
net, not that I would watch television…

JEB: But you’d watch Downton Abbey or 
something?

MA: Of course! But the public library 
has been terrific during the pandemic. You 
couldn’t go into the building, but you could 
order up all kinds of DVDs and, and down-
loadable programs and everything during 
COVID. I read quite a lot of mostly mur-
der mysteries. I get great ideas from mur-
der mysteries...

JEB: I’m going to ignore that last state-
ment! But don’t we all have to have SOME 
junk television or junk books to totally let 
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MA: For sure. I enjoy my murder mys-

teries and read mostly at night. I can’t go 
to sleep unless I’m reading from a book at 
night. 

JEB: Me too! I alternate between junk 
and educational so it’s not all junk.  But 
sometimes (often?) it’s only a page I get 
through before falling asleep. They say turn 
off all screens for at least an hour. And a 
book is a good way to fall asleep.

MA: But I try and stay away from hard-
cover books. Because when they tip over 
and hit you in the face, it wakes you back 
up again.

JEB: [laughs]. Exactly!  Well, I really appre-
ciate you taking the time and telling me about 
all your pursuits which are all pursuits of happi-
ness, right? I mean, you wouldn’t be doing all 
these things if you didn’t find that they balance 
your life out. 

MA: I think that’s a better way of saying it 
--balance and enjoyment.  Not giddy happy, but 
it’s a lot of interaction with people and I think 
that’s what it comes down to. It’s the interac-
tions.  And also it’s some way of being creative, 
whether it’s solving a problem with the town or 
making music with a choir. It’s a way of connect-
ing with people to make something good.

JEB: Yes and separated from the bottom 
line. So it’s not something that you’re required 
to do. Volunteer work actually, chemically, 
makes you happier by releasing dopamine in 
the brain, literally making you feel better. And 
you do so much of it—no wonder why you are 
always smiling. Now that we’ve talked about 
all these things you d≠o, you must realize why 
I have wanted to interview you for all these 
years. Right? 

MA: Anytime I can make a pitch for volun-
teerism! The thing is in, in Vermont with our 
small population in so many towns, people 
need to pitch in and do. There are countless op-
portunities, and people in Vermont take them 
from coaching kids in sports to working with 
them in school, helping their communities in all 
sorts of ways, I mean, there’s so much to do. 
Vermont does pretty well, but there’s always a 
need for more.

JEB: Well, thank goodness there are people 
like you who devote so much time to others. 
Thank you so much for the opportunity to final-
ly interview you!

MA: Thanks for having me, and how about 
taking an adult involuntary guardianship case?

JEB: For you, Mary? Of course!
____________________
Do you want to nominate yourself or a 

fellow VBA member to be interviewed for 
Pursuits of Happiness?  Email me at jeb@
vtbar.org.  
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RUMINATIONS
by Paul S. Gillies, Esq.

Commentaries on Vermont Law: Private Ways

When I took the bar review course in 1978, 
the lecturer opened his talk with the state-
ment that to understand the law of property 
you’d only need to purchase the first ten vol-
umes of Vermont Reports. In the forty-some 
years since, I have often wondered whether 
that statement was justified. Now is a good 
time to test it. 

Property law includes a diverse number of 
subjects, but for this purpose let’s focus on 
easements relating to access of a private na-
ture. This requires a review of the caselaw of 
the Vermont Supreme Court to 1839, when 
10 Vt. was published. Of the 585 cases in the 
Vermont canon that mention “easement,” 
there are but 15 in those first ten volumes. 
If we could expand the field just a little fur-
ther to include the eight volumes of pri-
vately-printed cases in books published be-
fore Vermont Reports started in 1827, a few 
more can be added.1 A review of those de-
cisions should answer the question of what 
was known and accepted wisdom on the law 
of private ways in Vermont at an early time.

The challenge goes deeper than that. I 
want to know whether and how the princi-
ples of the common law have changed since 
1839 or, for that matter, from “time imme-
morial,” or “time whereof the memory of 
man runneth not to the contrary.”2 That 
phrase, so frequently repeated, is just one 
of the memorable lines that are associated 
with easement law. It was used by William 
Blackstone in his Commentaries on the Laws 
of England (1765-1770).3 You’re expected to 
pull back from further inquiry upon hearing 
that explanation for the origin of the well-
defined principles of private easement law. 
The common law is legal gospel.

Matthew Hale called the common law Lex 
non Scripta, and defined it as “those Stat-
utes of Acts of Parliament that were made 
before the Beginning of the Reign of King 
Richard I and have not since been repealed 
or altered, either by contrary Usage, or by 
subsequent Acts of Parliament, (because 
what is before Time of Memory is supposed 
without a Beginning, or at least such a Be-
ginning as the Law takes Notice of) but they 
obtain their Strength by meer immemorial 
Usage of Custom.”4 

But where would you look to find the com-
mon law in early days? You wouldn’t learn 
much about it from the statutes or constitu-
tion. The 1840 compilation of Vermont laws 
does not mention “easement.” The Vermont 
Constitution includes the words of Article 
1st, “That all persons are born equally free 
and independent, and have certain natural, 

inherent, and unalienable rights, amongst 
which are the enjoying and defending life 
and liberty, acquiring, possessing and pro-
tecting property, and pursuing and obtain-
ing happiness and safety….”5 Possessing 
property is among the natural, inherent, and 
unalienable rights of Vermonters. Article 2ND 
provides the constitutional basis for the tak-
ing of private property for public purposes 
and Article 5th is the foundation for the Ver-
mont judicial exercise of the police power. 

Most critically, Chapter XXVII of the Re-
vised Laws (1840) reiterated the statute en-
acted first in 1778 that adopted the common 
law of England, “as is applicable to the local 
situation, and is not repugnant to the consti-
tution or laws of this state,” and required “all 
courts to take notice thereof, and govern 
themselves accordingly.”6 To find the com-
mon law, courts up to 1839, and beyond, 
used other books.

The early Vermont cases were slow to pro-
vide annotations or precedents as authori-
ties, but eventually decisions that relied on 
the common law treated English cases as 
established authority. This practice of us-
ing English caselaw to settle disputes in Ver-
mont soon declined as the first official re-
ports were published and disseminated. Af-
ter 1826, the high court could quote itself for 
authority. The common law didn’t disappear. 
It still forms the spine of the laws that govern 
Vermonters, perpetuated and restated gen-
eration after generation in the reports. This 
is particularly true in property law. 

When Judge Lott Hall wrote, “By common 
law a feme covert can convey neither real 
nor personal property,” in Harmon v. Taft 
(1800), he gave no authority to support his 
statement.7 Perhaps he didn’t need to. Per-
haps some tenets of the common law were 
so well known as not to require a source. 
But without sources, the law is unmoored. 
It must have books and cases, statutes and 
bylaws. Without books or libraries, or print-
ed decisions, some judges were required to 
rely on their memories of earlier decisions. 
In Kinne v. Plumb (1801), Judge Noah Smith 
“recited memoriter the decision of a case in 
this Court last term, Bennington County….”8

The first book most lawyers owned was 
Blackstone’s Commentaries. 

Blackstone on Easements

In Volume the Second of the Commen-
taries, Blackstone gave private access ease-
ments a brief treatment. He described 

them as a species of incorporeal heredit-
aments, that are “not the object of sensa-
tion,” “can neither be seen nor handled,” 
that are “creatures of the mind, [that] exist 
only in contemplation.” They “are a sort of 
accident, which inhere in and are supported 
by that substance; and may belong, or not 
belong to it, without any visible alteration 
therein. Their existence is merely an idea 
and abstracted contemplation; though their 
effects and profits may be frequently objects 
of our bodily senses.”9 He traced the owner-
ship of property back to original sources. “In 
the beginning, we are informed by holy writ, 
the all-bountiful Creator gave to man ‘do-
minion over all the earth; and over the fish 
of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and 
over every living thing that moveth upon the 
earth, whatever any metaphysical notions 
may have been stated by fanciful writers 
upon this subject.’”10

Blackstone also looked back to the Twelve 
Tables of Rome, which guaranteed, “War-
ranty of prescriptive right in land shall be 
two years to acquire ownership. ... Of all 
other things, prescriptive right shall be for 
one year to acquire ownership.” The Tables 
also provided, “Against an alien a warranty 
of ownership or prescriptive right shall be 
valid forever.”11 

Blackstone described private ways as a 
subspecies of the right of common, which 
included the right to profit in the land of an-
other, pasture beasts, catch fish, dig turf, cut 
wood, and run over private land.12 Private 
ways are those “in which a particular man 
may have an interest and a right, though 
another be owner of the soil,” granted by 
special permission. He distinguished ease-
ments in gross, which last only as long as the 
ownership of the grantee, from appurtenant 
easements, which run with the land. He de-
scribed the rights of dominant and servient 
estates. He also noted that when a way is 
out of repair that the right may be extend-
ed to other lands of the grantor to ensure 
access. 

Blackstone also covered prescriptive ways, 
which arise by act and operation of law, al-
lowing an otherwise landlocked owner the 
right to continue to cross the land of another 
after using it for a period of time.13 

Blackstone’s reputation suffered from a 
comment reported by Lord Mansfield, when 
deciding Devon v. Watts (KP 1779): “We 
must not always rely on the words of re-
ports, though under great names: Mr. Jus-
tice Blackstone’s reports are not very accu-
rate.”14 Blackstone was quoted as recently as 
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in Trustees of Caledonia County Grammar 
School v. Kent (1912).22

In his Abridgment Bacon discussed the 
obstruction of private ways: “If a man has a 
private way over the land of another, and is 
obstructed in the enjoyment of it, this action 
lies, whether he claim it by express reserva-
tion in any modern deed, by grant, by pre-
scription, or by operation of law.”23

Some attorneys purchased other compi-
lations of cases, including Burrow’s Reports 
and Salkeld’s Reports, among others.24 A full 
set of English decisions (limited to decisions 
made prior to the creation of Vermont) could 
fill a wall in a lawyer’s office, and consume a 
sizable amount of income.25

Baylies 

The three-volume Digested Index to the 
Modern Reports of the Courts of Common 
Law in England and the United States was 
published by a Montpelier attorney, Nicho-
las Baylies, in 1814.26 Incorporating the work 
of two earlier digesters, Baylies read and 
copied excerpts from seventy-six volumes 
of cases and then organized them alphabeti-
cally by subject. It is a work of a dedicated 
compiler. It includes no commentary, how-
ever. That was not Baylies’s object. In 1923, 
when Frank Fish published his book of bi-
ographies of the Vermont bench and bar, he 
described Baylies’s Digest as “a work that is 
now practically useless.”27 But it had its day.

Baylies’s Digest is the first law book, other 
than statutes and reported cases, published 
in Vermont.  Judge Baylies’s decision in 
Brackett v. Waite (1832) applied a Vermont 
statute on fraud, but he also found support 
in understanding the nature of the offense 
from the “whole doctrine of the law, as to 
fraudulent conveyances under the statute of 
13th Eliz.” 28 

Nicolas Baylies was also a key player in the 
establishment of the Vermont State library. 
As a Councillor, Baylies convinced the Gov-
ernor and Council to ask former Supreme 
Court Judge Royall Tyler to move the col-
lection of state statutes and federal laws 
that Tyler held for the state to the Council 
Chambers in the State House, “for the use 
and benefit of the State.”29 This was in 1814. 

That same year, he promoted the first official 
publication of the decisions of the Vermont 
Supreme Court.30 Baylies was elected to the 
high court in 1831 and 1832, and then re-
tired from the bench at the end of the sec-
ond year. 

Under the title “Way,” Baylies reviewed 
the common law of general and private 
ways. He wrote, “There may be a way of ne-
cessity…. Where one (even as trustee) con-
veys land to another, to which there is no 
access but over the grantor’s land, a right 
of way passes of necessity as incidental to 
the grant.” But, he added, “Where no evi-
dence appeared to shew that a way over an-
other’s land had been used by leave or fa-
vor, or under a mistake of an award which 
would not support the right of way claimed, 
such a use for above twenty years exercised 
adversely and under a claim of right is suffi-
cient to leave to the jury to presume a grant 
which must have been made within twenty-
six years ….”31

Unlike Viner and even Bacon, Baylies’s 
work was portable. Baylies solicited the ap-
proval of his work from several authorities, 
including James Kent and Nathaniel Chip-
man. Kent wrote, “I have examined, with 
such attention, the three Vols. Of Mr. Bay-
lies’ Digested Index, and I am of the opinion 
it will be found extremely useful to the Pro-
fession, and that it is entitled to encourage-
ment and patronage.” Chipman also found 
it “correct, and well digested, and as to its 
usefulness concur in the opinion of Chancel-
lor Kent.”32 

Kent on Easements

Chancellor Kent spent only a few more 
pages discussing private ways than his Eng-
lish predecessor, but added little to the te-
nets that rule such easements. After point-
ing out the “deep traces of feudal law” that 
still governed the law of property, Kent stat-
ed, “It was part of the original destiny and 
duty of the human race to subdue the earth, 
and till the ground when they were taken.”33 
The productive use of land depended on 
roads to drive cattle to pasture, carry har-
vests to market, and bring out timber.  

Kent never discussed private ways grant-
ed by deed, confining himself to implied and 
prescriptive easements. Addressing pre-
scription, Kent explained the need to prove 
a “continued, uninterrupted, or pacific, and 
adverse, that is, under a claim of right, with 
the implied acquiescence of the owner.” He 
stressed that the time of enjoyment may not 
be interrupted to avoid destruction of the 
claim of right, but that the “personal disabil-
ities of particular proprietors” do not inter-
fere with the presumption.34  He explained 
that ways of necessity are not lost by unity of 
possession of both parcels, but are revived 
when the lots are again severed.35

Prescriptive easements, according to 
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last year, in Justice Beth Robinson’s dissent 
in In re A.P. (2020), finding “the delicate sen-
sibilities of William Blackstone” insufficient 
to justify the use of imprecision in penal leg-
islation, quoting an Alaska Supreme Court’s 
decision.15 Yet that same year, among the 
citations supporting the court’s decision in 
VTRE Investments, LLC v. MontChilly, Inc., 
the court listed Williston on Contracts as a 
source, and added that comment was based 
on “2 Blackstone Comm. 295.”16

Blackstone still carries great weight. Part 
of the reason is his style. He wrote, “There 
is nothing which so generally strikes the 
imagination, and engages the affections of 
mankind, as the right of property; or that 
sole and despotic dominion which one 
man claims and exercises over the external 
things of the world, in the total exclusion of 
the right of any other individual in the uni-
verse.”17 People fight over their “rights” in 
many ways, but nothing brings out the hoes 
and pitchforks like a good disagreement 
over roads that threaten that “sole and des-
potic dominion.”

Viner’s Abridgment

At trial, John Cook, arguing for the defen-
dants in Hazen v. Smith (1801) read sections 
from Viner’s Abridgment into the record. 
Daniel Chipman, for the plaintiffs, also quot-
ed Viner.18 Charles Viner compiled his 23-vol-
ume opus A General Abridgment of Law and 
Equity in 1763. A new edition in 1791 includ-
ed a 24th volume as an index.19 The set would 
have graced lawyer’s libraries and avoided 
the need to purchase a complete set of deci-
sions. Viner also is remembered for his gen-
erosity in endowing a professorship of law at 
Oxford. William Blackstone was the first to 
hold the Vinerian chair. Viner is listed as an 
authority by the Vermont Supreme Court in  
decisions throughout the years, as recently 
as 1934.20

That same John Cook, as attorney for the 
defendant in Page v. Walker (1801), quoted 
Bacon’s Abridgment.21 Matthew Bacon’s A 
New Abridgment of the Law was first pub-
lished in 1736, and by 1793 was in its sixth 
edition. The set included eight volumes. Ba-
con was last cited by the Vermont high court 
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Kent’s view of the common law, can be lost 
by abandonment if unused for more than the 
statutory period, which creates a presump-
tion of release, particularly if there is “some 
act done by the owner of the land charged 
with the easement, inconsistent with or ad-
verse to the existence of the right….”36

With their treatments of the subject, Black-
stone nor Kent rarely cited English caselaw, 
and it took a few years before even case ci-
tations from English or American courts be-
gan to appear in the reported decisions of 
the Vermont Supreme Court.  

Kent is frequently relied on by the Vermont 
Supreme Court during the nineteenth centu-
ry, both from his Commentaries but from his 
decisions as a New York judge as well. James 
Kent was quoted over 150 times in the Ver-
mont Reports from as early as 1824. The last 
time Chancellor Kent was quoted by the Ver-
mont Supreme Court was in Standard Reg-
ister Co. v. Greenberg (1957). Justice John 
Holden wrote that “the point of the decision 
is quoted by Chancellor Kent in his commen-
taries without question. The other cases re-
ferred to in the Vermont Reports adopt the 
same view.”37 He did not direct the reader to 
the book and page. Perhaps he didn’t need 
to. 

The Vermont Law of 
Private Ways to 1839

Take a look back on how the high court 
applied the common law to private roads 
at the start. 38 The first reported Vermont 
decision on rights-of-way, Judd v. Leon-
ard (1814), was written by Chief Judge Na-
thaniel Chipman. Appleton Foot had con-
veyed a fifty-foot square tract to Joseph 
Cook and Anthony Rhodes in 1798, with a 
right of way from the highway to the east-
erly end of the property, across Foot’s land, 
“between the house of the grantor and the 
coal house bank, sufficient to pass and re-
pass with carriages, &c.” Leonard, the suc-
cessor to Foot, erected buildings that en-
croached on the passage, not leaving suffi-
cient room for passing. Judd, successor to 
Cook and Rhodes, sued for ejectment. Chief 
Judge Chipman denied the relief, explaining 
that ejectment was the wrong procedure to 
follow. Leonard, if successful under such a 
writ, would be claiming the fee of the land, 
not just an easement. The Chief Judge listed 
no authority for his conclusion. 39

In Shumway v. Simons (1827), the court 
held that the statute of limitations of 15 
years for adverse possession of real proper-
ty applies equally to prescriptive easements. 
The court agreed that Simons had satisfied 
the requirements of adverse possession. 
His mill had caused water to overflow onto 
plaintiff’s land, at a level at its present height 
for at least fifteen years, in spite of occasion-
al suspensions or interruptions of his right 
not caused by the defendant. That qualified 
as a presumptive grant of an easement by 
adverse possession.40 This is the high court’s 
first case on presumptive grants. 

Judge Bates Turner, in Putnam v. Smith 
(1829), described how deeds should be 
used in determining boundaries. “The rules 
of law,” he wrote, “with regard to the inter-
pretation of deeds, have been long since 
settled, and, as the Court believe, settled on 
the soundest principles of public policy and 
general utility. Where the ambiguity aris-
es on the face of the instrument, it must be 
solved by the deed itself. But if the meaning 
of a deed is clear and plain on the face of 
it, but doubts arise on the application of it, 
those doubts may be removed by extrinsic 
or parol evidence.”41 Witnesses may testify 
as to the meaning of the deed.42 

The court returned to the issue of pre-
scriptive easements in 1827. Chief Judge 
Richard Skinner noted, in Mitchell v. Walker 
(1827), that while “It is insisted by the plain-
tiff’s counsel, that to acquire a prescriptive 
right, the exercise and enjoyment thereof 
for no period of time short of that recog-
nized by the ancient common law,  i.e. time 
whereof the memory of man runneth not 
to the contrary, is sufficient…. By repeated 
decisions of this Court, the law at this time 
must be considered as well settled here as 
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of twenty years, affixed by the statute of 
James, in England, for entry upon lands by 
the owner, and here by our statute of limita-
tions of fifteen years, applying to all real and 
possessory actions, a presumptive right, or 
more properly, the presumption of a grant 
to incorporeal hereditaments, arises in the 
same period of time. A prescriptive right or 
“more properly, the presumption of a grant 
to incorporeal hereditaments,” is governed 
by the statute of limitations of 15 years.43

Skinner added, “This enjoyment and use 
must be with the acquiescence of such pro-
prietor, and accompanied with a claim of 
right on the part of the occupant. An inter-
ruption of the occupant, and a claim of right 
on the part of the proprietor, or an admis-
sion of such right by the occupant, either 
express or implied, will repel the presump-
tion. So use and occupation by mistake, will 
defeat a claim set up on the ground of fif-
teen years’ enjoyment.”44 He listed “Jackson 
v. Wilkinson, 3 Barnwell & Creswell, 413.-2 
Saund. 173, d” for authority. Neither Barn-
well & Creswell or Saunders are texts cov-
ered by Baylies. Skinner, a well-established 
attorney from Manchester, had likely pur-
chased a set of English cases for his library, 
and relied on decisions rather than synop-
ses.

The issue of abandonment was at stake 
in Rogers v. Stewart (1833). Chief Judge Ti-
tus Hutchinson held that failing to remove 
a house wrongfully erected on land ob-
structing a right-of-way for seven or eight 
years does not constitute abandonment of 
the way.45 Abandonment requires at least 
15 years of obstruction to become final. 
Hutchinson cited no authority for his opin-
ion.

The cases to 1839 provide a solid foun-
dation for understanding the law of private 
ways. The decisions that followed, over the 
centuries, made a few important changes, 
but the heart of the common law of ways re-
mains in place.

The Present Law of Private Ways

Private ways may be created expressly, 
through a deed or agreement; by implica-
tion, because a subdivision of land has left 
one lot land-locked and there is no oth-
er way to reach a parcel; by prescription, 
used without permission for fifteen years; or 
by the discontinuance of a public highway, 
which could be called a succeeding ease-
ment. 

Express Easements
Where the intent is clearly to create a right 

of ingress and egress, but the language of 
the deed is general, “the owner of the ease-
ment is ‘entitled to a convenient, reason-
able, and accessible way, having regard to 
the interest and convenience of the owner 
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use depends on the easement’s original pur-
pose and the scope of its authorized use.58 

An easement by implication is limited to 
the use which gave rise to it and can “neither 
be enlarged because of subsequent necessi-
ty nor cut down by a claim that some part of 
it was not indispensable.”59

An express easement authorizing “all nor-
mal and usual purpose [sic] of vehicular and 
pedestrian ingress and egress from the par-
cel” does not include use of the lane for ac-
cess to a restaurant parking lot, as the sub-
division in which the lot was created was in-
tended to be residential.60 Where a twenty-
eight foot wide driveway, “much wider than 
the traditional driveway,” was originally to 
be used for a church, and was now part of a 
plan for a residential subdivision, with no re-
strictions in the deed, the land may be used 
for that purpose without overburdening the 
easement.61 

Exclusivity
Unless exclusive use of a lane is specifical-

ly expressed in the deed, rights-of-way may 
be used by both the servient and dominant 
owners.62  

 Abandonment and Extinguishment
Easements can be lost to abandonment 

or extinguishment. A right- of-way is extin-
guished by unity of possession.63 It may be 
extinguished by ouster. The road might be 
blocked off, or made impassible, but those 
acts must be continuous for 15 years, ob-
vious to the dominant landowner, and with 
that party’s acquiescence. The possession 
must be unequivocal and equivalent to an 
ouster of the dominant owner. 

Recall that Chancellor Kent believed an 
easement acquired by use may be lost by 
non-user.64 Vermont has diverged from that 
position. A deeded easement-holder need 
not make use of the right to maintain the ti-
tle. “[R]eliance by the owner of the subser-
vient state is not required to establish an 
abandonment.” “The absence of reliance is 
not fatal to a finding of abandonment.” The 
burden on one claiming abandonment, how-
ever, is “a heavy one,” requiring evidence of 
the “acts by the owner of the dominant ten-
ement conclusively and unequivocally mani-
festing either a present intent to relinquish 
the easement for a purpose inconsistent 
with its future existence.” Nonuser alone is 
insufficient.65 

Implied Ways
A right-of-way may be reserved, as well 

as granted, by implication.66 A landown-
er might say, “I intended to leave myself a 
right-of-way to the road on the land I just 
sold.” That’s an implied reservation. Or the 
owner of an otherwise land-locked parcel 
might say, “the owner intended to leave me 
a right-of-way.” That’s an implied grant. 

Chief Justice George Powers described 

the difference between implied grants and 
implied reservations in Hawley v. Chaffee 
(1915).67 Ways of necessity are implied 
grants. Implied reservations are called by 
various names--quasi-easements, visible 
servitudes or “easements arising from sev-
erance with apparent benefit existing.”68 In 
Hawley, Powers admitted that the two con-
cepts had been confused for years, “a con-
fusion, it must be admitted, from which our 
own cases have not wholly escaped.” 

Powers settled the confusion. “The foun-
dation of this rule regarding ways of neces-
sity is said to be a fiction of law, by which a 
grant or reservation implied, to meet a spe-
cial emergency, on grounds of public poli-
cy, in order that no land be left inaccessible 
for purposes of cultivation.  But the access 
must be “strictly one of absolute necessity.” 
Powers supported his conclusion with au-
thorities. “The learned authors show, from 
a most thorough examination and analysis 
of the cases, that this view has been recog-
nized and acted upon by the courts from a 
very early period in the record of judicial de-
cisions in England, and also show that the 
law of the  Civil Code of France  accords 
therewith.”69 

Recognizing there is no question of pub-
lic policy with implied reservations, as with 
ways of necessity, Powers essentially re-
moved implied reservations from the legal 
canon. Only cases of strict necessity are jus-
tified, whatever their names. Powers ruled 
that “despite some divergence of judicial 
opinion and consequent uncertainty in the 
law, strict necessity has come to be the set-
tled rule of implied reservations in England,” 
giving a series of citations to leading Eng-
lish cases. 

Judge Royall Tyler defined ways of neces-
sity this way:

If A. conveys land to B., to which B. can 
have access only by passing over oth-
er land of A., a way of necessity pass-
es by the grant. If A. conveys land to 
B., leaving other land of A., to which he 
can have access only by passing over 
the land granted, a way of necessity is 
reserved in the grant.70

State policy disfavors land-locked prop-
erty, reflected in the recognition of an im-
plied easement, “implied” as if to say that 
the parties intended an easement but ne-
glected to put it in the deed.71 Mere incon-
venience, however great, is not sufficient to 
justify a way of necessity, even though the 
existing access required the landowner to 
cross a hill, requiring many turns, and only 
with very light loads. 

An easement by implication requires 
proof of the use of the land prior to sever-
ance, but use is irrelevant to a finding of a 
way of necessity. A way of necessity has no 
hostility, and so cannot ripen into a prescrip-
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party grants a right-of-way, he is not bound 
to construct or maintain it.47 That duty falls 
on the grantee of an easement. The failure 
to mention a right-of-way in a deed convey-
ing property to another is no indication of an 
intention not to convey the easement creat-
ed earlier in the chain.48 

Deeded easements may be explicit as to 
location, incorporating a survey line or de-
scribed in metes and bounds, or simply pro-
vide for a right-of-way without elaboration. 
They usually run with the land they serve, al-
though rights-of-way may also be granted to 
third parties, for temporary removal of trees, 
for example from lands of others. In some 
cases, parties have claimed the right-of-way 
was personal to the grantee, and invalid for 
use by successors, rarely successfully. Ease-
ments in gross are not favored by the courts. 
A deed that does not include words of inher-
itance (“heirs and assigns”) which includes 
the word “appurtenances” in the habendum 
is not an easement in gross, but creates an 
appurtenant easement, and does not limit 
the authority of the grantee to convey prop-
erty subject to the easement.49 If there isn’t 
evidence of a clear intent to limit the use of 
the right to the grantee, the court will favor 
appurtenance.50  

Parking
 A deed that conveyed a general right-

of-way which had historically been used for 
parking was consistent with the use of the 
right-of-way as a driveway.51 In another case, 
where historic use didn’t include parking, 
only access and a turnaround were autho-
rized.52

Location
The owner of the servient estate may des-

ignate the location of an undefined right-of-
way; when that owner fails to act the dom-
inant estate owner may select a suitable 
route.53 A way cannot be changed without 
the mutual consent of the owners of both 
the dominant and servient estates.54  The 
parties may agree to grant or reserve to ei-
ther or both parties the power to unilaterally 
relocate the easement.55 

Overburdening
A right-of-way appurtenant to land at-

taches to every part of it, though the land 
be subdivided.56 Uses evolve over time. A 
right-of-way historically used for horses and 
cows may be used a century later by motor 
vehicles as they did not “burden the estate 
to a greater degree that was contemplated 
at the time of the grant.” The “manner, fre-
quency, and intensity of the use may change 
over time to take advantage of develop-
ments in technology and to accommodate 
normal development” if it “reflects the ex-
pectations of the parties who create servi-
tudes of indefinite durations.” 57 Appropriate 
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landowners whose property was formerly 
served by the road enjoy a private right-of-
way along the same route. This was codified 
in 2006 in 19 V.S.A. § 717(c), which reads, “A 
person whose sole means of access to a par-
cel of land or portion thereof owned by that 
person is by way of a town highway or un-
identified corridor that is subsequently dis-
continued shall retain a private right-of-way 
over the former town highway or unidenti-
fied corridor for any necessary access to the 
parcel of land or portion thereof and mainte-
nance of his or her right-of-way.”

 
In Sum

After marinating ourselves in the law of 
private ways, the answer to the abiding 
question, whether the common law of pri-
vate ways has changed over time, is ready. 
Based on the record, no common law prin-
ciple relating to access easements has been 
changed by the Supreme Court. The legis-
lature has cut off the life of ways of necessi-
ty after 40 years by enacting the Marketable 
Record Title Act. It has codified the law of 
succeeding rights-of-way by enacting Sec-
tion 717(c) of Title 19. The high court has 
filled in details. It has sorted out that a road 
isn’t abandoned merely by not being used, 
the only time among the reported cases that 
Vermont disagreed with Chancellor Kent, 
but even then,84 the outcome squared with 
the way English and American court read 
the common law. Beyond that, the ancient 
rules of express, implied, prescriptive, and 
succeeding private ways have remained un-
spoiled by modern reforms or transient poli-
cies. A few years ago, a legislator introduced 
a bill to repeal adverse possession. The bill 
never became a law. The common law re-
mains in place.

Note: One of the benefits of writing this 
piece is the discovery of BAILII, a web page 
that provides free access to British and Irish 
case law and legislation. https://www/bailii.
org. The initials mean “British and Irish Legal 
Information Institute.”   

____________________
Paul S. Gillies, Esq., is a partner in the 

Montpelier firm of Tarrant, Gillies & Richard-
son and is a regular contributor to the Ver-
mont Bar Journal. A collection of his col-
umns has been published under the title of 
Uncommon Law, Ancient Roads, and Other 
Ruminations on Vermont Legal History by 
the Vermont Historical Society. Paul is also 
the author of The Law of the Hills: A Judicial 
History of Vermont (© 2019, Vermont Histor-
ical Society).
____________________
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1793); 2nd ed. (Rutland, Vt.: Tuttle & Co., 1871); 
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I. Riley, 1809–1810); William Brayton, Reports of 
Cases (Middlebury, Vt.: Copeland & Allen, 1821); 
Asa Aikens, Reports of Cases (Windsor, Vt.: Sime-
on Ide, 1827–1828; and Daniel Chipman, Reports 

of Cases. 2 vols. (Middlebury, Vt.: I.W. Copeland, 
1824–1825).  
2 Skinner, J., Mitchell v. Walker, 2 Aik. 266 (1827). 
3 The phrase in context reads: “But though this 
is the most likely foundation of this collection of 
maxims and customs, yet the maxims and cus-
toms, so collected, are of higher antiquity than 
memory or history can reach: nothing being more 
difficult than to ascertain the precise beginning 
and first spring of an ancient and long established 
custom. Whence it is that in our law the goodness 
of a custom depends upon its having been used 
time out of mind; or, in the solemnity of our le-
gal phrase, time whereof the memory of man run-
neth not to the contrary. This it is what gives it its 
weight and authority: and of this nature are the 
maxims and customs which compose the common 
law, or lex non scripta, of this kingdom. 
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er and more usual signification. 2. Particular cus-
toms; which, for the most part, affect only the in-
habitants of particular districts. 3. Certain particu-
lar laws; which, by custom, are adopted and used 
by some particular courts, of pretty general and 
extensive jurisdiction).” William Blackstone, Com-
mentaries on the Laws of England Book the First 
(Oxford: The Clarendon Press), 1765), 67.
4 Matthew Hale, The History of the Common Law 
of England (London: E. and R. Nutt and R. Gos-
ling, 1739), 3.
5 Chapter I, Article I, Vermont Constitution, The 
Revised Statutes of the State of Vermont (Burling-
ton, Vt.: Chauncey Goodrich, 1840), 29.
6 Revised Statutes (1840), Chapter XXVII, ibid., 
277-278.
7 Harmon v. Taft. 1 Tyl. 6, 7 (1800).
8 Kinne v. Plumb, 1 Tyl. 20 (1801).
9 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws 
of England Volume the First (Oxford: The Claren-
don Press, 1765), 17.
10 Ibid., 2.
11 The Avalon Project : The Twelve Tables (yale.
edu); https://avalon.law.yale.edu/ancient/twelve_
tables.asp. 
12 Blackstone divided common into four parts, 
common of pasture; of piscary (fishing on anoth-
er’s property), turbary (the liberty of digging turf 
on another’s land); and ways. William Blackstone, 
Commentaries on the Laws of England Book the 
Second (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1768), 35.
13 Ibid., 36.
14 “The Reporters and Text Writers,” Canada Law 
Journal, IX, December 1873, 339; Devon v. Watts, 
1 Dongl. 86, 93, 99 E.R. 59, 64 (KP 1779).
15 Robinson, J., dissent, In re A.P. 246 A.3d 399, 
414, 2020 VT 86 (2020).
16 VTRE Investments, LLC v. MontChilly, Inc., 2020 
WL 5495780.
17 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws 
of England (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1768), 
2. 
18 Hazen v. Smith, 1 Tyl. 105, 110 (1801).
19 Charles Viner, A General Abridgment of Law 
and Equity (London: G.G.J. and J. Robinson, T. 
Payne, E. & R. Brooke, T. Whieldon and J. Butter-
worth, 1791).
20 In re O’Rourke’s Estate, 106 Vt. 327, 175 A. 24 
(1934).
21 Page v. Walker, 1 Tyl. 145 (1801).
22 Trustees of Caledonia County Grammar School 
v. Kent, 86 Vt. 151, 94 A. 26 (1912).
23 Matthew Bacon, A New Abridgment of the Law 
I (London:: A. Strahan, 1832), 102.
24 Olin v. Chipman, 1 Tyl. 167, 174 (1801); James 
Burrow, Reports of Cases Adjudged in the Court 
of King’s Bench (London: 1772); William Salkeld, 
Reports of Cases in the Court of King’s Bench, 
with some special cases from the Courts of Chan-
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In 1970, Vermont adopted the Marketable 
Record Title Act, which provides, 

Any person who holds an unbroken 
chain of title of record to any interest 
in real estate for 40 years, shall at the 
end of that period be deemed to have 
a marketable record title to the interest, 
subject only to such claims to the inter-
est and such defects of title as are not 
extinguished or barred under this chap-
ter, and such interests, limitations or en-
cumbrances as are inherent in the pro-
visions and limitations contained in the 
muniments of which the chain of record 
title is formed which have been record-
ed during the 40-year period.73

The law grants an exception to this rule 
when an easement is clearly observable by 
physical evidence of its use.74 Otherwise this 
statute cuts off claims of ways of necessity 
from before the 40-year period that have 
not been renewed with a notice of claim.75 

A way of necessity exists only so long as 
the necessity which creates it: “if, at some 
point in the future access to plaintiff’s land 
over a public way becomes available, the 
way of necessity will thereupon cease.”76  

Prescription
A prescriptive easement is earned by 

15-years of continuous, hostile, open, and 
notorious use of a road, without the permis-
sion of the servient landowner.77 Strict ne-
cessity has nothing to do with it, unlike ways 
of necessity. The general rule is that open 
and notorious use will be presumed to be 
adverse.78 

“The tenant must unfurl his flag on the 
land, and keep it flying so that the owner 
may see, if he will, that an enemy has invad-
ed his dominions and planted his standard 
of conquest.”79 Judge H.H. Powers invented 
that phrase in Wells v. Austin (1887), and it 
has gone around the world as a fit descrip-
tion of the openness and notoriety that is re-
quired of adverse possession and its travel-
ing companion prescriptive easement. 

The 15-years need not be limited to the 
years the plaintiff used the land. Tacking the 
years of prior, continuous use is proper.80 
Once a right-of-way is established by ad-
verse use, it cannot be divested by obtain-
ing a license to use it, although this would 
be strong evidence that the former use was 
permissive.81 To stop the 15-years, and to 
show a want of acquiescence, you must ei-
ther institute legal proceedings against the 
claimant or place obstructions actually pre-
venting the use.82

 The width of a prescriptive right-of-way 
is determined by the extent of actual use.83

Succeeding Ways
After a public highway is discontinued, the 
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cery, Common Pleas and Exchequer. From the 1st 
year of K. William and Q. Mary to the 10th year of 
Q. Anne. Vol. II. (London: Eliz. Nutt and R. Colst-
ing, 1718;  London: Geo. Wilson, 1773). 
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ton & Goss, 1814), 3 vols.
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Century History Co., 1923), IV: 99.
28 Brackett v. Waite, 4 Vt. 387 (1832).
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Walton, 1877), VI: 99-100.
30 Ibid., 95.
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34 Ibid., 444-446.
35 Ibid., 449.
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43 Mitchell v. Walker, 2 Aik. 266 (1827).  
44 Ibid., 270-271.
45 Rogers v. Stewart, 5 Vt. 215 (1833).
46 Patch v. Baird, 140 Vt. 60, 66, 435 A.2d 690, 
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(2008).
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2019-387 (2020).
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54 In re Shantee Point, Inc., 174 Vt. 248, 811 A.2d 
1243 (2002); Sargent v. Gagne, 121 Vt. 1, 12, 147 
A.2d 892, 900 (1958).
55 Holden v. Pilini, 124 Vt. 166, 170, 200 A.2d 272, 
275 (1964); Sweeney v. Neel, 179 Vt. 507, 904 
A.2d 1050 (2006).  
56 Dee v. King, 77 Vt. 230 (1905).
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A.3d 1111 (2012).
59 Read v. Webster, 95 Vt. 239, 113 A. 814 (1921).   
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61 Roy v. Woodstock Community Trust, Inc., 195 
Vt. 427, 94 A.3d 530 (2014).
62 Folley v. Martin, unreported, 2020-219 (2021).  
63 Plimpton v. Converse, 42 Vt. 712 (1871).
64 3 Kent, Comm., 448.
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Assessing the Legal Writing Style of Amy Coney Barrett

In recent articles for this column, I have 
assessed the legal writing styles of Neil Gor-
such and Brett Kavanaugh, soon after Pres-
ident Trump appointed them to the Su-
preme Court.  It seems fitting, then, that 
I devote this article to assessing the legal 
writing style of Amy Coney Barrett, Presi-
dent Trump’s third and final appointment 
to the Court (we think!).  Barrett breaks the 
mold in that she is the only sitting Justice 
who did not graduate from Harvard Law 
School or Yale Law School.  Barrett gradu-
ated from Notre Dame Law School. So did I.  
I therefore admit to some alma mater pride 
in this appointment, though I intend to of-
fer a dispassionate critique of Barrett’s writ-
ing style.  

Prior to her appointment to the Supreme 
Court, Barrett served on the Seventh Circuit 
Court of Appeals for three years.  In that 
time, she authored 79 opinions, three con-
currences, and seven dissents.1  As of this 
writing, Barrett has authored four opinions 
for the Supreme Court.  I will refer to her 
Supreme Court opinions at the end of this 
article, but the bulk of my analysis will focus 
on her more numerous Seventh Circuit opin-
ions.  I read thirty of those opinions for this 
article.  Based on this representative sam-
ple, I give Barrett high marks for her legal 
writing style.  She adheres to all of the key 
principles of Plain English:  She writes in the 
active voice using concrete nouns and viv-
id verbs.  Barrett writes sentences that are 
short and to-the-point with few surplus or 
unnecessary words. Barrett establishes co-
herence and flow through the artful applica-
tion of explicit and substantive transitions.  
I will elaborate on these points below with 
examples from her opinions.  I will conclude 
with some thoughts on Barrett’s legal writ-
ing “voice,” comparing it favorably to the 
legal writing “voice” of my two earlier sub-
jects, Gorsuch and Kavanaugh.

Brevity

Before highlighting particular aspects 
of Barrett’s writing worth emulating, I of-
fer two over-arching appraisals of her opin-
ions.  First, they are short.  Any lawyer who 
has labored through dozens of pages of a 
typical judicial opinion (that is—all of us) will 
find Barrett’s approach to judicial opinion 
writing refreshing.  Of the thirty opinions 
I read (chosen randomly), the longest was 
twelve pages.2  And this twelve-page opin-
ion, though modest in length compared to 
many circuit court opinions, is an outlier in 

Barrett’s oeuvre.  A couple of the opinions I 
read are seven-to-nine pages, but most av-
erage between four and six pages.  I hasten 
to add that these opinions are not summary 
dismissals of trivial issues.  To the contrary, 
they address important issues like murder, 
police misconduct, judicial bias, and sex dis-
crimination.  Through it all, Barrett succeeds 
in addressing the parties’ claims forthright-
ly and respectfully but with an impressive 
economy of words. (I have sentence counts 
and word counts of the opinions for any 
reader interested in finer detail.)

Second, Barrett’s opinions deserve praise 
for their infrequent use of footnotes.  Two 
of the opinions I read have six footnotes.3  
Most of the others have between one and 
five footnotes (averaging closer to two to 
three).  Two of the opinions have no foot-
notes at all.4  Legal writing bliss!

The brevity of Barrett’s opinions is an as-
pect of her legal writing “voice” I will ad-
dress in full later:  Say what you must to re-
solve the dispute, but say nothing more af-
ter that.  This approach comports with that 
of Chief Justice John Roberts, who has no-
tably urged the Court to adopt a philoso-
phy of judicial minimalism when crafting 
opinions.5  In this regard, he has found and 
acolyte with the Court’s newest appointee.

Crisp, Clear Openings

Now to the particulars.  First, Barrett is 
adept at summarizing cases concisely in 
opening paragraphs that display all the at-
tributes of fine legal writing.  This is true for 
virtually all of the opinions I read.  Space al-
lows me to offer just a few examples of this 
commendable practice.  The openings of 
Barrett’s opinions not only capture the case, 
they capture the reader’s attention:

Is it reasonable for officers to assume 
that a woman who answers the door in 
a bathrobe has authority to consent to 
a search of a male suspect’s residence? 
We hold that the answer is no. The of-
ficers could reasonably assume that the 
woman had spent the night at the apart-
ment, but that’s about as far as a bath-
robe could take them. Without more, it 
was unreasonable for them to conclude 
that she and the suspect shared access 
to or control over the property.6

Barrett embeds the Fourth Amendment 
legal standard into an artfully written para-
graph and provides the court’s holding, all 

within 84 words.  Try as I might, I can find no 
surplus words to omit.  Notice how Barrett 
refers back to the bathrobe, the most mem-
orable word in the opening question, in the 
court’s holding.  Repeating words and refer-
encing back (and forward) creates a themat-
ic quality that holds the paragraph together 
and improves the reader’s understanding.

Here is another opening paragraph that 
needs no introduction.  Barrett describes 
the facts, the legal issue, and the court’s 
holding in 113 words:

Judge Colin S. Bruce sentenced James 
Atwood to 210 months’ imprisonment 
for federal drug crimes. While Atwood’s 
case was pending, Judge Bruce im-
properly communicated ex parte with 
the prosecuting U.S. Attorney’s Office 
about other cases. The federal recusal 
statute requires a judge to recuse him-
self from any proceeding in which his 
impartiality may reasonably be ques-
tioned. The government concedes that 
the disclosure of Judge Bruce’s ex par-
te correspondence invited doubt about 
his impartiality in proceedings involv-
ing the Office. Because of the judge’s 
broad discretion in sentencing, we con-
clude that Judge Bruce’s failure to re-
cuse himself was not harmless error. We 
vacate Atwood’s sentence and remand 
his case for resentencing by a different 
judge.7

The reader needs no other information to 
understand the case (though, take my word 
for it, the details of the judge’s communica-
tions with the prosecutor would likely only 
anger you more).

In the following opening, Barrett uses two 
paragraphs to explain the facts and holding; 
this opening stands as a paradigm of legal 
writing efficiency:

Before Edward Acevedo could appear 
on the 2018 Democratic primary bal-
lot for Cook County Sheriff, he had to 
obtain a certain number of voter sig-
natures on a nominating petition. He 
didn’t meet the signature requirement, 
so he was kept off the ballot. He then 
sued the Chicago, Cook County, and Il-
linois electoral boards, arguing that the 
Cook County signature requirement 
is unconstitutional because it is more 
onerous than the signature require-
ment for statewide offices. According 
to Acevedo, the comparatively higher 
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county requirement can survive only if 
it is narrowly tailored to advance a com-
pelling state interest.
 
Acevedo is wrong. Strict scrutiny is not 
triggered by the existence of a less bur-
densome restriction—it is triggered 
only when the challenged regulation it-
self imposes a severe burden. Because 
Acevedo has not alleged that the bur-
den imposed by the Cook County sig-
nature requirement is severe, the de-
fendants need not show any justifica-
tion for it beyond Illinois’s interest in 
orderly and fair elections. That inter-
est easily justifies the signature require-
ment here.8

Note how each sentence flows logically 
into the next, satisfying the reader’s expec-
tations.  In this, Barrett displays yet anoth-
er aspect of good legal writing: the effec-
tive use of transitions.  Effective transitions 
are the final step good legal writers apply to 
their drafts. After you have done the hard 
work of organizing your thoughts in a logi-
cal manner, it is then time to show the read-
er how your thoughts are connected.  We 
call this flow, but learning to use transitions 
is about lot more than knowing when to use 
“however” and “therefore.”

Focusing on flow in these two introduc-
tory paragraphs makes you appreciate how 
well Barrett ties her narrative together with 
a sophisticated used of transitions.  Barrett 
creates coherence by using both explic-
it transitions and “substantive transitions.”  
Substantive transitions use words from one 
sentence in the next sentence (or the sen-
tence after that) to link them together.  Le-
gal writing textbooks use the carpentry met-
aphor of “dovetailing” to explain substan-
tive transitions.  As one book notes, “Car-
penters use dovetail joints to fasten wood 
together without nails or screws. They sim-
ply cut the two parts in a way that allows 
them to fit securely and seamlessly togeth-
er.”9  This metaphor aptly describes the ef-
fectiveness and power of substantive transi-
tions.  Transition words (however, therefore, 
etc.) are the nails and screws in this meta-
phor.  They work, but why stop there.  Us-
ing substantive transitions binds sentences 
together so tightly you do not need nails or 
screws: the fit is perfect.

Using the words of one sentence in the 
next sentence gets the job done, but Bar-
rett takes it to the next level by at times us-
ing the gist of words from one sentence in 
the next.  In the example above, “a certain 
number of voter signatures” in the first sen-
tence becomes “signature requirement” in 
the following sentence.  This transformation 
of one phrase into the next (different but 
the same) is advanced substantive transition 
work.  Barrett then applies substantive tran-
sitions in a more traditional manner by us-

ing the phrase “signature requirement” two 
more times to hold the first paragraph to-
gether (Barrett uses the phrase in the sec-
ond paragraph for further coherence).

Barrett uses this same, sophisticated 
method of substantive transitions to link 
the two paragraphs.  Here, though, her use 
of transformative substantive transitions is 
challenging because only readers versed in 
the law will see it.  Barrett closes the first 
paragraph with a classic definition of strict 
scrutiny (“narrowly tailored to advance a 
compelling state interest”) without using 
the term itself.  In the second paragraph, 
Barrett uses the term strict scrutiny and says 
is not the appropriate standard of review.  
This is taking the technique of transforma-
tive substantive transition to its limit.  I like 
it, but I will acknowledge that the linkage 
loses its value for any reader not trained in 
the law.

Even when it comes to basic explicit tran-
sition words, Barrett’s writing is exemplary. 
Barrett opens the opinion with an explicit 
transition word (“Before”).  This is unusual, 
but she does it because she knows the word 
provides a trajectory and progression when, 
two sentence later, she links it with “then.”  
Logical, chronological, forward movement 
is a hallmark of good legal writing.

Finally, the signature-requirement exam-
ple shows Barrett using still another tool of 
dynamic legal writing: She plants a power-
ful short sentence at the start of the second 
paragraph.  Short sentences have rhetori-
cal impact; they catch the reader’s attention 
better than any fifty-word sentence ever 
has.  Vary your sentence length, to be sure, 
but try the occasional two- or three-word 
sentence: they wake the reader up.

I will offer one more opening (also two 
paragraphs) which re-enforces the points 
I have already made about Barrett’s legal 
writing style. Here is another compact yet 
comprehensive opening:

The police received an anonymous 911 
call from a 14-year-old who borrowed a 
stranger’s phone and reported seeing 
“boys” “playing with guns” by a “gray 
and greenish Charger” in a nearby 
parking lot. A police officer then drove 
to the lot and blocked a car match-
ing the caller’s description. The police 
found that a passenger in the car, Da-
vid Watson, had a gun. He later condi-
tionally pleaded guilty to possessing a 
firearm as a felon, 18 U.S.C. § 922(g)(1), 
but preserved for appeal his argument 
that the court should have suppressed 
the gun because the stop lacked rea-
sonable suspicion.
 
We agree with Watson that the police 
did not have reasonable suspicion to 
block the car. The anonymous tip did 
not justify an immediate stop because 
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els because we enjoy being fooled by a red 
herring.  We try to spot clues, but are still 
pleasantly surprised by a plot twist at the 
end of the story revealing an unexpected 
culprit.  Once all is explained, the excited 
reader “must go back and read the whole 
book from the beginning.”13  Not so with 
legal writing.  The busy legal writer needs 
to know right up front what the issue is and 
your position on it: do not hide anything.  
Barrett’s approach to introducing issues and 
their resolution at the start of her opinions is 
an excellent model every legal writer should 
follow.

Sentence Length

Earlier I complimented Barrett for using 
the occasional super-short sentence.  Here, 
I will compliment Barrett for her overall av-
erage sentence length.  Legal writing ex-
perts agree that short sentences are a cru-
cial component of good writing. Indeed, 
Bryan Garner ranks sentence length as a 
top concern: “As much as any other qual-
ity, your average sentence length will de-
termine the readability of your writing.”14  
Noah Messing, in his book The Art of Advo-
cacy, agrees: “The simple act of shortening 
sentences hones your prose, clarifies your 
points, keeps readers interested, and makes 
it easier for you to spot problems in your le-
gal analysis.”15  Messing recommends an av-
erage sentence length of 17-20 words per 
sentence, and that is what I recommend to 
my students as well.

Barrett’s judicial opinions at the Seventh 
Circuit come in, on average, right in that 
range.  Indeed, it is uncanny how close-
ly she hues to this average.  I scanned 15 
of the 30 opinions I read (again, randomly) 
through Word’s “readability statistics” pro-
gram, and they all came in within the narrow 
range of 18.216 to 22.7.17  The other opin-
ions I scanned average 19.1, 19.3, 19.7, 20.2 
(twice), 20.3, 20.5, 20.7, 21.1, 21.5, 21.6, 
21.7, and 22 words per sentence, for an 
overall average of 20.59.  I find this consis-
tency remarkable, especially because it is so 

hard to write such relatively short sentences 
in legal writing.

Barrett also excels at another, lesser 
known indicator of good legal writing: av-
erage characters per word.  I recognize that 
counting characters in words might be tak-
ing Plain English to the extreme, but short-
er words are easier to understand.  In the 
same 15 scanned opinions, Barrett averages 
slightly less than five characters per word. 
This, too, I find remarkable given the com-
plexity of legal analysis.  Messing, a true be-
liever in the importance of short words, of-
fers an appendix to his book containing over 
2000 single-syllable verbs!18  You need not 
take it that far to agree with Messing that 
the goal of legal writing is to present your 
position in “absorbable, engaging prose.”19  
Barrett does this, and you can too.  Short-
er sentences and shorter words are easier 
to absorb and are generally more engaging.  
(In case you are wondering, this article aver-
ages 18.1 words per sentence and 5 charac-
ters per word; it has 3% passive voice.)

Voice

Vermont Law School Professor Catherine 
Fregosi discussed finding your “voice” in le-
gal writing in her recent article for this col-
umn.20 Professor Fregosi’s article has since 
been recognized nationally by the Publica-
tions Committee of the Association of Legal 
Writing Directors in its quarterly review of 
legal writing scholarship.21  Professor Frego-
si uses excerpts from the judicial opinions 
of Justice Elena Kagan, Justice Robert Jack-
son, and Chief Justice John Roberts to show 
“three examples of strong voices in legal 
writing.”22 She describes Kagan’s voice as 
“conversational,” Jackson’s voice as “ora-
torical,” and Roberts’s voice as restrained—
Roberts’s “voice lies in what is left out, rath-
er than what is included.”23  

Professor Fregosi’s excellent analysis of 
“voice” in legal writing prompted me to 
reflect on Justice Barrett’s voice.  Of the 
three voices Professor Fregosi describes, 
Barrett’s voice is most aligned with the re-
strained voice of Roberts in that both of 
their voices are “conveyed through the art 
of precision.”24  If pressed to give Barrett’s 
legal writing voice a name, I would call it 
the voice of moderation.  Modesty is an un-
derrated aspect of advocacy.  Cicero said 
an advocate should adopt “a mild tone, a 
countenance expressive of modesty [and] 
gentle language.”25 This describes precisely 
Barrett’s writing style.  Barrett’s writing style 
and, indeed, her judicial temperament, ap-
peal to me: Respect the parties, respect the 
law, resolve the dispute, and say nothing 
more.  

I intend the following as high praise: 
In Barrett’s writing, she’s not there.  In my 
view, in the best legal writing the writer dis-
appears.  The reader sees the writer’s argu-
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the caller’s report was not sufficient-
ly reliable. The caller used a borrowed 
phone, which would make it difficult 
to find him, and his sighting of guns 
did not describe a likely emergency or 
crime—he reported gun possession, 
which is lawful. We therefore vacate the 
judgment and remand for further pro-
ceedings.10

Pretty much sums up the case, doesn’t it?  
This opening follows still another principle 
of Plain English I hold dear: Keep the sub-
ject and verb close together at or near the 
start of the sentence.  In every sentence of 
both paragraphs, the subject and verb are 
either the first two words in the sentence or, 
at the outside, within the first four words of 
the sentence.  One legal writing textbook 
summarizes the linguistic theory behind this 
principle simply and succinctly: “a read-
er can’t comprehend a sentence until she’s 
read both the subject and the verb.”11  Tell-
ing your reader who is doing what to whom 
at the start of each sentence will improve 
their understanding of the point you are try-
ing to make.

Notice also that the subjects of the sen-
tences in these two paragraphs (as well as 
in many of the sentences of the earlier ex-
amples) are concrete nouns—people, plac-
es, and things—and not abstract concepts.  
One challenge of good legal writing is to 
translate the abstract concepts of legal anal-
ysis into concrete nouns all readers can un-
derstand, and Barrett does this consistently  
Clarity in legal writing does not happen by 
chance.  Barrett’s writing is clear and crisp 
because she applies the core principles of 
Plain English to most every sentence she 
writes.

Barrett’s introductions are effective be-
cause she appreciates that the legal read-
er needs to know, right up front, the issue 
and the writer’s position on it.  Legal-writing 
expert Megan McAlpin contrasts legal writ-
ing with mystery novels.  Mystery writers, 
she notes, “purposefully leave their read-
ers in the dark.”12  We read mystery nov-
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ment, not the writer.  Even more so than in 
judicial opinions, in briefs and other per-
suasive writing by lawyers, the reader (the 
judge) should see the client’s cause, not the 
lawyer’s writing style.  Judges face little con-
sequence for artifice in judicial opinions; the 
risk to lawyers for any undue rhetorical dis-
traction is real, and it’s the client who will 
feel the pinch.

To explain what I mean by Barrett’s mod-
erate voice, I will contrast the opening 
paragraph of her first opinion for the Unit-
ed States Supreme Court with the opening 
paragraph of Neil Gorsuch’s first opinion for 
the Court.  Here is Barrett’s introduction:

The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) 
requires that federal agencies make re-
cords available to the public upon re-
quest, unless those records fall within 
one of nine exemptions. Exemption 5 
incorporates the privileges available to 
Government agencies in civil litigation, 
such as the deliberative process privi-
lege, attorney-client privilege, and at-
torney work-product privilege. This 
case concerns the deliberative process 
privilege, which protects from disclo-
sure documents generated during an 
agency’s deliberations about a poli-
cy, as opposed to documents that em-
body or explain a policy that the agen-
cy adopts. We must decide whether the 
privilege protects in-house drafts that 
proved to be the agencies’ last word 
about a proposal’s potential threat to 
endangered species. We hold that it 
does.26

This is a no-nonsense, straightforward ex-
planation of the issue in the case and the 
Court’s resolution of it (in a pithy, five-word 
sentence).  The reader understands the 
question presented and its answer at once.  
All of the attributes of good legal writing 
I praised in Barrett’s Seventh Circuit opin-
ions are here.  Barrett establishes flow and 
holds the paragraph together with effective 
substantive transitions (nine exemptions/
Exemption 5; the deliberative process privi-
lege (twice) becomes the privilege; We must 
decide/We hold (cadence)).  Every sentence 
is in the active voice (yeah!).  But on a cau-
tionary note, Barrett’s readability statistics 
are not as good here as in her Seventh Cir-
cuit decisions (23 words/sentence; 5.8 char-
acters/word on average). Let’s hope that’s 
not a trend!

Here is how Gorsuch introduces himself 
to the august body of Supreme Court juris-
prudence:

Disruptive dinnertime calls, downright 
deceit, and more besides drew Con-
gress’s eye to the debt collection in-
dustry. From that scrutiny emerged the 
Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, a 

statute that authorizes private lawsuits 
and weighty fines designed to deter 
wayward collection practices. So per-
haps it comes as little surprise that we 
now face a question about who exactly 
qualifies as a “debt collector” subject 
to the Act’s rigors. Everyone agrees 
that the term embraces the repo man—
someone hired by a creditor to collect 
an outstanding debt. But what if you 
purchase a debt and then try to collect 
it for yourself—does that make you a 
“debt collector” too? That’s the nub of 
the dispute now before us.27

Gorsuch certainly has pluck for beginning 
his first Supreme Court opinion with a qua-
druple alliteration!  True, his flow and use of 
transitions is just as good as Barrett’s.  But 
in my opinion the quality of his legal writ-
ing (which I praised overall in my earlier ar-
ticle) is undermined a bit by his frequent 
use of colloquialisms—the repo man—to 
connect with the reader.  Gorsuch’s writing 
style is too showy, too cloying, for my tastes. 
Worse, the showiness becomes predictable.  
A quadruple alliteration is cute and clev-
er, but the same opinion contains a second 
quadruple alliteration (“Constant competi-
tion between constable and quarry”28) and 
one quintuple alliteration (“supposing such 
a surreptitious subphrasal shift”29).  Gorsuch 
often tries too hard to amuse.

Barrett’s writing does not reach the soar-
ing heights of Gorsuch’s or Kavanaugh’s 
best rhetoric, like the memorable opening 
line of Gorsuch’s landmark decision on In-
dian Country: “On the far end of the Trail of 
Tears was a promise.”30  Or this, later in the 
same opinion: “None of these moves [en-
croaching on Indian Country] would be per-
mitted in any other area of statutory inter-
pretation, and there is no reason why they 
should be permitted here. That would be 
the rule of the strong, not the rule of law.”31  
Or this, from Gorsuch’s concurrence in an 
opinion allowing the Catholic Church to ig-
nore New York’s Covid-19 capacity restric-
tions under a claim of religious liberty: “[W]
e may not shelter in place when the Consti-
tution is under attack.  Things never go well 
when we do.”32  Kavanaugh is worthy com-
petition for Gorsuch in this regard, with wit-
ty aphorisms like this: “It is sometimes said 
that the bigger the government, the smaller 
the individual.”33

But nor does Barrett’s writing succumb to 
the irksome lecturing voice to which both 
Gorsuch and Kavanaugh are prone,  For 
them, resolving a dispute is rarely enough; 
instead, they must intone sagaciously on 
the appropriate role of the Court in our tri-
partite system of government.  Examples of 
this are easy to find in Gorsuch’s opinions.  
Like, “[T]he proper role of the judiciary [is 
to] to apply, not amend, the work of the 
People’s representatives.”34  Or, “[I]t is nev-
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conclude that a police officer who ran a li-
cense-plate search in the law enforcement 
computer database for money did not vi-
olate the Act.40  To reach this conclusion, 
Barrett employs accepted textualist meth-
ods, but in an understated way.  Her anal-
ysis begins with this simple—and unassail-
able statement: “[W]e start where we always 
do: with the text of the statute.”41  But she 
does not follow this line with some solemn 
incantation about the role of the Judiciary 
and the limits of judicial review; instead, she 
follows this line with—the text of the stat-
ute!42  As is common in statutory interpreta-
tion, the resolution of this case came down 
to the meaning of one word.  In this case, 
believe it or not, the defendant’s culpability 
under the Act turned on the meaning of the 
word “so.”43  The details of the Act are not 
relevant for the purposes of this article.  Suf-
fice it to say that Barrett uses accepted tex-
tualist methods of defining “so,” including 
dictionaries.44  Barrett concludes that the 
contested provision containing the word so 
“is best read” to favor the defendant’s po-
sition.45

Barrett’s use of the phrase “is best read” 
is telling and sets her apart stylistically from 
Gorsuch and Kavanaugh.  “Best read” sug-
gests there is more than one plausible read-
ing—reasonable people can disagree.  Bar-
rett reaches her conclusion through care-
ful analysis, while acknowledging vulnera-
bility—this is the best reading but not the 
only reading.  This is a far cry from Gorsuch 
and Kavanaugh, who issue their pronounce-
ments as inescapable conclusions upon 
which the very foundations of our three 
branches of government depend.  Barrett’s 
recognition of a legitimate difference of 
opinion evinces a tone of moderation, even 
humility, which is a welcome voice on to-
day’s Court.

Conclusion

Barrett’s writing has it all—crisp and con-
cise introductions that forthrightly explain 
the issue and the court’s resolution; shorter 
sentences in the active voice held togeth-
er with a sophisticated use of transitions; a 
voice of moderation in which she respectful-
ly resolves the dispute while recognizing the 
legitimacy of competing views.  Because of 
this, my advice in this article is simple:  Write 
like Amy Coney Barrett!

____________________
Greg Johnson, Esq. is Professor of Law 

and Director of the Legal Writing Program 
at Vermont Law School.
____________________
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er our job to rewrite a constitutionally valid 
statutory text under the banner of specula-
tion about what Congress might have done 
had it faced a question that, on everyone’s 
account, it never faced.”35  Or, “[U]nder the 
terms of the compromise [the framers of the 
21st Amendment] hammered out, the regu-
lation of alcohol wasn’t left to the imagina-
tion of a committee of nine sitting in Wash-
ington, D.C., but to the judgment of the 
people themselves.”36  Or, “When the ex-
press terms of a statute give us one answer 
and extratextual considerations suggest an-
other, it’s no contest. Only the written word 
is the law.”37  Or, “Judges are not free to 
overlook plain statutory commands on the 
strength of nothing more than suppositions 
about intentions or guesswork about expec-
tations.”38  And here is a recent, representa-
tive sample from Kavanaugh (in a case that 
eviscerated class-action lawsuits against 
corporations): “Federal courts do not pos-
sess a roving commission to publicly opine 
on every legal question. Federal courts do 
not exercise general legal oversight of the 
Legislative and Executive Branches, or of 
private entities.”39

Barrett applies the same textualist phi-
losophy to her opinions but without all the 
preaching.  For example, in one of her four 
Supreme Court opinions, Barrett interpret-
ed the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act to 
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• Prefrontal Cortex (last knuckles to 
your fingernails) – involved in inte-
gration, integrates the Cortex with 
the Limbic system, brain stem, body 
and even the external social world.  
AKA “The Wise Leader”, the impor-
tant functions of the Prefrontal Cor-
tex include:

• Rationality/Rational Thinking
• Body Control
• Play
• Empathy
• Positive Relationships
• Kindness
• Compassion
• Reflection
• Resilience
• Regulation
• Logic
• Consequences
• Language
• Reasoning
• Control

When you do an awareness/mindful prac-
tice, you are integrating the entire system.  
This is essential for feeling safe, attachment 
and emotional regulation.  When you are not 
integrating the brain systems, it can become 
chaotic, like flipping your lid (lift up the fin-
gers on the hand brain model). Thus, instead 
of living with harmony within yourself and 
harmony in connection with others, you are 
literally becoming chaotic with an outburst 
or rigid and withdrawn.  When the Prefron-
tal region (lift up fingers) is no longer linking 
with the rest of the system, it has become 
dis-integrative. There are some interesting 
Connectome brain studies that show that 
the best predictor of your overall well-being 
is how interconnected your brain is.2  

Thus, anything you can do to bring a con-
nection of these areas promotes integration 
and will increase your overall well-being.  In-
tegration of your entire brain is the source 
of well-being with others and even with na-
ture. Integration stimulates both creativity 
and collaboration, two of the most effective 
ways to increase your overall productivity in 
your legal profession as well.  It is my hope 
that other lawyers may use the Hand Model 
of the Brain to know the different parts of 
the brain, to understand how they may be be 
differentiated when you are emotional, and 
then be open to ways of integrating them to-
gether in a mindful practice.  It is my hope 
that you may utilize this brain integration to 
increase your overall well-being as lawyers. 
____________________
1 See https://drdansiegel.com/hand-model-of-
the-brain/ 
2 See http://www.humanconnectomeproject.
org/ 

I recently learned a portable way to view 
the most important parts of the brain, in rela-
tion to mindfulness and well-being: your own 
hand!  Dr. Dan Siegel has created a “Hand 
Model of the Brain” (see image below) that 
allows each of us to begin to understand the 
parts of our own brain.1  This is important be-
cause when you know about the parts of the 
brain, you can learn to direct your attention 
in a way that can get certain areas to not only 
get activated, but also to start to work to-
gether. Thus, you can change both the func-
tion and the structure of your brain by know-
ing about how the brain is structured. 

Overview of the areas of the brain and 
how they link together: 

• Start with a closed fist.  The entire hand/
brain is connected to the body through 
the spinal cord, represented by the 
wrist.  

• Brain Stem (represented by the center 
of the palm) – the deepest and oldest 
part of the head brain, takes in informa-
tion from the body and regulates how 
you breathe, how you digest food and 
how your heart functions.
• Important set of regions in the brain 

stem create the fight/flight/freeze/
faint reaction when you feel threat-
ened.  Creates a reactive sympathetic 
state.  

• Works closely with the limbic region 
– a 200-million-year-old region of the 
brain that works with the 300-million-
year-old reptilian brain.  Combined 
these two oldest parts of your brain 
create emotion in working with the 
body.  

• Lift up the fingers – the thumb repre-
sents the Limbic System, which func-
tions closely with the Cortex region of 
the brain (discussed below when you 

close your fingers down).  The important 
functions of the Limbic System include:
• Connections up to the cortex above 

it.
• Connections down to the area below 

it, the brain stem of the palm.
• The body, brain stem and limbic area 

create emotions.  “Unable to think ra-
tionally.”

• The limbic system motivates us and 
drives our behaviors. 

• It appraises the meaning of things, 
whether they are significant or not, 
good or bad.

• Creates the attachment experience 
we have as mammals with caregivers 
to protect us and we can be soothed 
by them.  

• Certain ways memories are divided 
up into the Hippocampus and Amyg-
dala region.
• The Amygdala is a part of the Lim-

bic system, AKA the Fear Center:
• Emotionally/Irrational thinking
• Collapse
• Big Emotions: Anger, Fear, Anxi-

ety, Survival
• Nervous System is triggered:
• Amygdala sends waves to the 

Hypothalamus (Command Cen-
ter), which activates the auto-
nomic Nervous System, both 
Sympathetic (Fight/Flight/
Freeze/Faint) and Parasympa-
thetic (Rest/Digest/Heal)

• Top of the brain – Cortex
• The Cortex region (all four closed 

fingers) makes maps of the outside 
world through our eyes and ears 

• The Frontal Cortex (area between 
the two knuckles) is known as the as-
sociation cortex where you make as-
sociations in thought.

BE WELL
The Hand Brain Model

by Samara D. Anderson, Esq.
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cialist, so consider limiting your practice ar-
eas if you are more of a generalist. And last, 
but not least, don’t ever dabble in any prac-
tice areas you have limited experience with. 
Straying from the practice areas you normal-
ly focus on is a bad idea.  I liken that to tak-
ing a Porsche 911 out on a racetrack before 
ever taking the time to learn how to drive a 
performance vehicle like that.  So not a good 
idea.   

____________________
ALPS Risk Manager Mark Bassingth-

waighte, Esq. has conducted over 1,000 law 
firm risk management assessment visits, pre-
sented numerous continuing legal education 
seminars throughout the United States, and 
written extensively on risk management and 
technology. Check out Mark’s recent semi-
nars to assist you with your solo practice by 
visiting our on-demand CLE library at alps.
inreachce.com. Mark can be contacted at: 
mbass@alpsnet.com.

Disclaimer: ALPS presents this publication 
or document as general information only. 
While ALPS strives to provide accurate infor-
mation, ALPS expressly disclaims any guar-
antee or assurance that this publication or 
document is complete or accurate. There-
fore, in providing this publication or docu-
ment, ALPS expressly disclaims any warranty 
of any kind, whether express or implied, in-
cluding, but not limited to, the implied war-
ranties of merchantability, fitness for a partic-
ular purpose, or non-infringement.

Further, by making this publication or doc-
ument available, ALPS is not rendering le-
gal or other professional advice or servic-
es and this publication or document should 
not be relied upon as a substitute for such 
legal or other professional advice or servic-
es. ALPS warns that this publication or docu-
ment should not be used or relied upon as 
a basis for any decision or action that may 
affect your professional practice, business or 
personal affairs. Instead, ALPS highly recom-
mends that you consult an attorney or other 
professional before making any decisions re-
garding the subject matter of this publication 
or document. ALPS Corporation and its sub-
sidiaries, affiliates and related entities shall 
not be responsible for any loss or damage 
sustained by any person who uses or relies 
upon the publication or document present-
ed herein.
____________________
1 For additional information on how the cost of 
malpractice insurance is determined see: https://
www.alpsinsurance.com/about/true-cost-of-legal-mal-
practice-insurance

I have been a risk manager here at ALPS 
for well over two decades now, which helps 
explain why I personally view the purchase 
of legal malpractice insurance as a necessary 
expense. Having to face the fallout of a mal-
practice misstep while uninsured is some-
thing I would never wish upon any lawyer 
because, for some, the final outcome can so 
easily be a tipping point toward financial ruin. 
That said, the interesting issue for me is the 
affordability question; and while reasonable 
minds are free to disagree as to the defini-
tion of affordability in this context, I thought 
sharing five tips as to how one can favorably 
influence a quoted rate1 might be useful. Af-
ter all, everyone wants to save a little green 
whenever and wherever they can.

When I was much younger and in the ear-
ly years of adulthood, the initial deductibles 
I chose for my homeowners and auto poli-
cies were low for a hopefully obvious rea-
son. Cashflow in the early years meant that I 
couldn’t easily afford to cover a high deduct-
ible in the event of a claim. Of course, over 
time, my financial situation improved to the 
point where I could afford to take on a bit 
more of the risk, which is when I started to 
responsibly raise my deductible as a way to 
save a little money. So, my first tip is if you 
can afford to take on additional risk, consider 
raising your deductible.

Tip number two is a bigger deal than many 
lawyers seem to think. Let me start by saying 
I do realize, and in fact agree, that all law-
yers deserve to be paid for all of the legal 
work they do. I also sympathize with the view 
that malpractice insurers should mind their 
own business and not dictate how any law-
yer should run his or her practice. Unfortu-
nately, for some lawyers there is an elephant 
in the room, which is failing to accept the re-
ality that there really is a strong correlation 
between aggressive collections actions and 
malpractice claims.  If you regularly sue for 
fees, meaning 2-3 times or more every year, 
that decision is costing you money.  Thus, tip 
number two is if you regularly sue for fees, 
consider stopping this practice and focus on 
finding ways to prevent serious delinquen-
cies from ever developing in the first place.

Now, I have a question for you. If you 
wanted the best price for a home you are 
about to sell, what would you do to try and 
get the best price? I think most sellers would 
do all they could to spruce up the place. It’s 
all about trying to show their home in the 
best light. In short, presentation matters in 
all kinds of financial transactions, be it a loan 
application, selling property, or an applica-

tion for malpractice insurance, which brings 
me to tip number three.  Your application is 
the one chance you have to set the right im-
pression so make the most of it. For exam-
ple, never submit a poorly written or partial-
ly completed application.  Make sure every 
question is answered honestly and thorough-
ly. If the application happens to be a renewal 
application, never sit on it until the last min-
ute. Do all you can to see that it’s submitted 
well in advance of the deadline. Again, the 
information you are presenting and how you 
present it matters.

I think it’s safe to say every lawyer under-
stands that a firm’s claims history impacts the 
premium number. All things being equal, a 
firm that has never reported a claim in the 
last five years will pay less than a firm that has 
reported four claims in the past five years, 
two of which resulted in a six-digit loss pay-
out. Accordingly, tip number four is to en-
courage you to proactively manage your 
firm’s claims history by way of a robust risk 
management program.  I would hope that it 
goes without saying that insurers prefer to in-
sure firms that consistently use engagement 
and closure letters, rely on effective rules-
based calendaring and docket control sys-
tems, have deployed a state of the art con-
flict checking system, and regularly conduct 
file review just for starters. Time spent on de-
veloping and maintaining risk management 
processes and procedures will be well worth 
it in the long run. 

Finally, I’d like to briefly talk about car in-
surance rates. The cost to insure an expen-
sive performance car such as a Porsche 911 
or an Audi A8 is going to be far higher than 
insuring something more budget friendly 
such as a Hyundai Tucson or a Subaru Out-
back. The reason is the associated risks with 
the class of cars these vehicles represent are 
not the same. In a similar vein, the associat-
ed risks with any given practice area can vary 
greatly. This is why premiums for criminal de-
fense lawyers are lower than those of plaintiff 
personal injury lawyers.  With this in mind, tip 
number five is to have you do what you can 
to minimize the associated risk of your prac-
tice areas.

Here are a few ideas as to how to do this. 
Make sure your application and every renew-
al application accurately reflect the areas of 
practice you currently practice in.  For ex-
ample, if you transitioned away from divorce 
law the past year or so, make sure to remove 
that practice area from your current applica-
tion. The risk profile of a broad-based gener-
al practitioner is different than that of a spe-

Five Things You Can Do to Help Keep Your 
Malpractice Insurance Premium in Line

by Mark C.S. Bassingthwaighte, Esq.
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rectly, pay online and electronically file 
your reports 

• You will be able to update your mem-
bership profile, renew your member-
ship, register for events, track your 
CLE, access CaseMaker, etc., all from 
your portal 

• The streamlined website is mobile-
friendly and has more simplified navi-
gation

• Our webinar service will be convert-
ing to Zoom webinars, from Webex 
events, so that our registrations will in-
tegrate with Zoom, providing you with 
immediate access information at the 
time of registration.

• CLE completion will automatically ap-
pear in your portal after the event.

Please reach out to us at info@vtbar.org 
with any questions or concerns or if you 
need assistance with logging in.

We are very excited about our new web-
site and Membership AMS and we know 
you will find it to be a great improvement!

WHAT’S NEW?
Everything!

Well, ICYMI everything is new here 
at the VBA.  And it’s time to renew your 
membership on our new fancy portal! As 
we are sure you’ve heard, the VBA has 
completed its migration to a new website 
and database provider!   Our new website 
is visible at the same web address,  www.
vtbar.org. We encourage you to explore the 
relaunched site which has been redesigned 
to be more simplified and user-friendly 
(and mobile-friendly).

Email communication for events 
and membership updates will come 
from <VBA>communications@intouch 
ondemand.com, so please whitelist this 
domain.

What are some of the new features?

• The new website, all services, and your 
membership portal can be accessed 
via any web enabled device (desktop, 
laptop, tablet, and smartphones)

• You may review and edit your bio, and 
upload a photo if you desire

• The Lawyer Referral Service portal will 
enable you to track your referrals di-

Peter W. Hall Memorial Scholarship 
Fund at Vermont Law School

During the course of his storied 
career, Judge Peter W. Hall 

guided and inspired countless 
young lawyers. Now, after his 
passing in March 2021, Judge 

Hall’s law clerks, family, friends, 
and colleagues are joining 

together to honor his legacy 
by funding a scholarship for 
exceptional VLS students. 

Please help support their efforts! 
You can donate online at

https://give.communityfunded.com/
o/vermont-law-school/i/the-peter-
w-hall-memorial-scholarship-fund,
by phone through Ashley Patton

at VLS (802-831-1230),
or by check payable to
Vermont Law School

PO Box 26
South Royalton, VT 05068, 

referencing The Peter W. Hall 
Memorial Scholarship Fund

on the memo line.
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“The Crash of Flight 3804 - A Lost Spy, 
A Daughter’s Quest, and The Deadly 
Politics of the Great Game for Oil”

by Charlotte Dennett
Reviewed by Mark Oettinger, Esq.

The author of The Crash, Charlotte Den-
nett, is a Vermont lawyer.   This is her third 
book.  Charlotte is an investigative journal-
ist.  She was born to US parents in Beirut in 
1947. At the time, her father was nominally a 
cultural attaché at the US embassy in Leba-
non.  In fact, that was his cover.  He was ac-

tually a spy whose mission, immediately fol-
lowing the end of World War II, was to ad-
vance US interests in the upcoming laying 
out of the route of the Trans-Arabian Pipe-
line.  He and 5 other US citizens died when 
their plane crashed mysteriously in Ethio-
pia. Charlotte had just been born at the time 
of the crash.

Immediately following graduation from 
college, Charlotte served as a journalist in 
the Middle East, from 1972-1975.  She is a 
painstaking researcher.  Her familiarity with 
the places and the people recounted in the 
book allow her to convey the events vividly 
and with insight.   The book has numerous 
maps which afford the reader a helpful ref-
erence to the geography of the region. I say 
“reference” quite intentionally, since The 
Crash is not a casual read.   It is a gripping 
and true story wrapped in a deep and com-
plex series of lessons in geography, history, 
economics and politics.

I had the unusual opportunity of being 
able to invite Charlotte over to my house 
for a discussion of the book over coffee on a 
Saturday morning. One of my first questions 
was, “Why oil?”  Why not gold, or timber, or 
something else?   Her answer was immedi-

ate and simple.  “Because the military runs 
on oil!”   Having access to more oil means 
being able to successfully wage war, and 
being able to defend our national security.   
Likewise, to the extent that oil is a finite re-
source, more for us means less for our en-
emies to wage war against us, and less for 
them to defend themselves against us.  In 
some ways, I am a rather pollyannish per-
son, and this answer surprised me, although 
I suppose it shouldn’t have.   After all, the 
time was 1947, shortly after the devastation 
of World War II. And that war was a “conven-
tional” war, not one with nuclear-powered 
ships and submarines, or drones and ICBMs.

The economics and politics of oil are way 
beyond my knowledge base, but Charlotte 
points the reader to the Red Line Agree-
ment of 1928, wherein the industrialized 
world’s oil companies essentially “divvied 
up” the oil interests of the Middle East. His-
tory teaches us that industrial know-how has 
often led to the plundering of natural re-
sources.  A related historical event was the 
1945 shipboard meeting between Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt and Ibn Saud on Great Bit-
ter Lake in the Suez Canal. The contempo-
rary environment of public international law 

BOOK REVIEW
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(a subject near and dear to my heart), par-
ticularly the United Nations Convention on 
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS), deals with the 
complex subject of nation-state rights to oil, 
gas and other off-shore natural resources.   
The Crash of Flight 3804 certainly showcas-
es a constellation of complex and thought-
provoking topics!  

Because I was a government employee for 
a number of years, there was another part of 
the book that I found fascinating.  Much of 
Charlotte’s underlying research came from 
CIA archives. For those of you who are fa-
miliar with “public record requests” and/or 
their federal counterparts, Freedom of Infor-
mation Act (FOIA) requests, you know how 
difficult it can be to obtain release of gov-
ernment documents.  Vermont law on public 
records is found at 1 V.S.A. Chapter 5, Sub-
chapters 2 and 3, Sections 310-320.  42 ex-
emptions to public disclosure can be found 

in Section 317(c) alone. Those exemptions, 
in turn, incorporate all of the other exemp-
tions that can be found throughout the Ver-
mont Statutes Annotated.  The Reporter’s 
Notes list 264 exemptions in all, and make 
it clear that even this list may not be com-
prehensive.  

You can therefore just imagine the CIA’s 
reaction when, in 1999, Charlotte filed an 
extensive FOIA request to obtain docu-
ments related to her father.  After a lengthy 
delay, she was largely denied on national se-
curity grounds, and she appealed. Through 
a convoluted and largely political process, 
she eventually prevailed, and got most of 
what she was looking for (although her quest 
continues). The long-awaited disclosures in-
volved the declassification of an extensive 
volume of documents, and eventually led 
to the lionization of her father as the CIA’s 
first “Fallen Star.” She even got a personal 

audience with the director of the CIA!  You 
can read more about the early stages of this 
process in Charlotte’s article in the Summer 
2005 issue of the Vermont Bar Journal.  

The fact that Charlotte writes about her 
very own father is a particularly compelling 
part of the book.  In that sense, the narra-
tive is part personal exploration, and part ca-
tharsis. The work is scholarly, informative, in-
sightful and compelling.

____________________
Mark Oettinger is an attorney with the 

Burlington, Vermont law firm of Montroll, 
Backus & Oettinger.  He is chair of the VBA’s 
International Law & Practice Section, has 
volunteered extensively in the international 
promotional of rule of law, and teaches and 
writes on public and private international 
law.

James P. Carroll

James P. Carroll, 81, died July 2, 2021, in 
Rutland. He was born on October 13, 1939, 
in Rutland and was a graduate of Rutland 
High School, Yale University and the Uni-
versity of Virginia Law School in 1964. Jim 
served active duty as a US Army Infantry 
Captain from 1965-7. He was a founding 
partner of Carroll, George & Pratt and a 
long-time member and officer of the Rut-
land County Bar Association. Jim was 
known for his wit and legal and athletic 
acumen. He is survived by a niece and was 
predeceased by a brother.

IN MEMORIAM
Erick E. Titrud

Erick E. Titrud passed away at his home 
in Moretown on June 8, 2021, with his fam-
ily by his side. Born on June 23, 1958, in 
Minnesota, Eric came to the Vermont Law 
School in 1981 and never left. Eric loved 
everything about Vermont –all seasons and 
all people. He began his legal career at the 
Chittenden County State’s Attorney’s Of-
fice, spent years practicing public environ-
mental law at the Office of the Vermont At-
torney General where he played a major 
role in Vermont’s battle against acid rain, 
and later served his own clients at his solo 

practice.  Eric served on the Moretown De-
velopment Review Board for nearly two de-
cades and was Moretown’s representative 
to the Valley Mad River Park Committee.  
He enjoyed skiing, ultimate frisbee, playing 
the violin with the Montpelier Chamber Or-
chestra, being a ski instructor and spend-
ing time with his family, friends and his 
dog. He is survived by his two daughters, 
ex-wife, three sisters and extended family. 

HELP WANTED
ASSOCIATE ATTORNEY WANTED.  

Hayes, Windish & Badgewick is seeking an  
associate attorney to join our team.  Prefer-
ence is given to those with 3-5 years’ expe-
rience in civil litigation, but those just start-
ing with strong work ethic and motivation 
will be considered too.  We are a small gen-
eral practice firm with an emphasis on civ-
il litigation, insurance defense, and workers’ 
compensation matters.   We seek a candi-
date who is interested has high ethical stan-
dards, strong skills in research and writing, 
along with the patience and desire to learn 
the profession.  Competitive pay and ben-
efits offered.  Position to remain open until 
filled.  Please send your resume and cover 

CLASSIFIEDS
letter electronically to:

Penny Webster, Office Manager
HAYES, WINDISH & BADGEWICK
pwebster@woodstockvtlaw.com

SERVICES
BRIEFS & MEMORANDA. 

Experienced attorney writes appellate 
briefs, trial memoranda. Legal writing/ap-
pellate advocacy professor; author of five 
books. VT attorney since 1992. $60 per hour. 
Brian Porto, 674-9505. 

QDROs (QUALIFIED DOMESTIC
RELATIONS ORDERS).

I prepare QDROs and other retirement 
pay and pension benefit domestic relations 
orders for federal, state, municipal, military 
and private retirement plans as may be re-
quired by the terms of the settlement agree-
ment or the court’s final order.

I handle all initial contacts with the plan or 
third party administrator and provide all nec-
essary processing directions when the order 
is ready for filing.

Vermont family law attorney since 1986. 
Contact me for additional information and 
preparation rates.

Tom Peairs, 1-802-498-4751.
tlpeairs@sover.net
www.vtqdro.com
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